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“HE’S A REGULAR FELLOW’’

MR. FISH WITHDRAWS
Rockland. Nov. 3.

In justice to my friends I feel at this time it is my duty to make
definitely known my position regarding my candidacy for Mayor of
this city.
When 1 was approached some three weeks ago asking me to be
come a candidate, after some thought I consented to run, providing
my candidacy met favor with a majority of members of the city com
mittee and a fair proportion of the personnel of the party. That only
in such event would I allow my name to be presented in the caucus,
and while I have been offered excellent support from many of our
leading citizens 1 have not receivcjd the full co-operation of the ma
jority of our so-called party leaders and my position is. no candidate
can win without such co-operation.
Therefore I am withdrawing from the contest. There are some
two or three good candidates left in the contest and I hope the best
man will not only win in thf caucus but in the election to follow, and
whichever it may be such candidate can rest assured I will do all
within my power to support. At this time I wish to thank most
heartily my many friends who have manifested such a keen interest
in my candidacy and in offering their support.
A. D. FISH.

Premier Mussolini Thus Classed By Capt. Charles
W. Kalloch, Returning To Italy

The State of Maine takes first | running condition. At present all
After a fortnight's stay at his for- (Turkey and Macedonia and Asia
place In the Nation by Its reduction of cars are supposed to have been in
mer home on Broad street Capt. Minor ports will aggregate 25,000
tons, it is estimated. This very spefatalities
happening on its streets sPecteci and are assumed t0 be “
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direct their activites toward the
sickness comes it is an easy and in- and the freighters another thousand,
Seniority rights have been ac New England States but takes the driver who has failed to have his
is supposed to be a dreadfully bad
expensive matter for him to slide
Genoa, where Capt. and Mrs. Kalcepted.
lead in the United States by reducing car properly inspected and toward
egg.
across the Atlantic and renew old loch now abide, is a city of 600 000
The union men have expressed the its accidents by a greater percentage garages that are not playing the
Bertha—So that’s it. I've wond
acquaintances. With Capt. Kalloch, ] population, ranking next to Marseilles
ered for a long time why she didn’t settlement as very satisfactory, on than any other State in the Nation. game of “highway safety’’ fairly by
yesterday, went his charming young 1 in importance.
the whole.
like to drop him.—Pathfinder
wife, who has been greatly enjoying j Capt. Kalloch had not long been
making incompetent inspections of
Although there was an increase
vehicles.
her visit here. They sail from New located there before he wished that
in traffic the total number of fatal
At the present time Maine’s pedes
York on the steamship Exeter, touch his Rockland High School curricu
accidents for the State of Maine for trian problem seems to be of the
ing at Naples in passage.
,
lum had included a course in the
i the first 10 months of 1931 has de- greatest concern. Glancing over the
The American Export Line, be it Italian language. But he has proven
explained, owns 16 ships, four of an apt pupil on the other side and
‘ creased to sixteen percent over the causes of the highway fatalities we
which are passenger and cargo ships can converse in Italian with a degree
corresponding period of 1936, as the notice each cause has been de
creased with one exception—Pedesand 12 freight ships. The freight of fluency.
tabulation by months will show. Al! train in Road. This cause has inservices Morocco. Algeria, Tunisia.
Some necessities of life are much
though October again ranks as the creased
it seems sufficient here
France, Italy. Spain. Egypt. Palestine, higher in Italy than they are in
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high accident month, it shows a de-' to point out that the careless and |
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The only Spanish ports at which the ! When Capt. Kalloch drinks coffee
DANCING 9 TO 1
ships now touch are Cadiz and the grocer's bill informs him that it
1936 this in the face of a 6% increase our accident situation. 35% of those i
killed this year were perestrians and |
Seville.
The freighters are known cost $1.25 a pound. Or if he drinks
in gasoline consumption over the
although the automobile driver must I The Republican party and labor York's “silk-stocking district.’’ Bar as "vagabond cruise ships."
tea, there is a pleasant little remind
same period last yeai
bear most of the blame for theirj both declared they saw encouraging ton's predessor was a Democrat.
The passenger ships sail fortnightly er that it dented his budget to the
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Of the 26 persons killed during the deaths.
nevertheless
pedestrians
In addition, the Republican chair j out of New York touching at Gibral extent of $3.50 a pound. Sugar over
75 OTHER DANCE PRIZES
month of October, eleven were pedes themselves contribute greatly, either indicators in the returns from Tues man found encouraging signs in the
tar, Marseilles, Naples. Alexandria there retails at 18 cents. On the
trians. 10 were passengers and four by heedlessness or stupidity to these days' state and Municipal elections*. balloting for Borough presidents in
TURKEY AND CHICKEN BEANO
(Egypt) Jaffa. Haifa and Beirut, then other hand you can buy beef at 35
OLD AND NEW DANCES
11-PIECE ORCHESTRA
John D. M. Hamilton, chairman of New York, the Dewey election, and back to Athens. Naples, Leghorn, cents a pound. It sells not as a speI were drivers 'of automobiles. One tragedies. They are neither phys
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
I was a bicycle rider. Most of these ically defective nor ignorant people.
the Republican National Committee, the election of Republican Mayors Genoa. Marseilles. Boston and New ■ cial cut, but as “beef.”
133-135
deaths occured in rural sections, They do not want to be involved in
' Rents are much cheaper than they
the results "tremendously sat in Cleveland, Akron and Canton, ! York.
called
seventeen having happened in the an accident, neither do they sufover C. I. O. opposition in the last
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While a Democrat, Moore, was them being Charles Kallochs brother formerly a palace, and the terms are
Night accidents again were re walking in the road and trusting to thought the “Democratic high com elected Governor of New Jersey,
Ralph, who is chief officer of the Ex- very reasonable. An imposing villa
sponsible for 18 deaths, 77% of the luck that they will not be hit by an mand' could derive little joy from Hamilton attributed that result to j cambrion. Others include Maurice can be leased for $70 a month,
Heavy Chromium Plating
total being thus listed. Our night automobile and killed. The pedes the voting in New York city.
the fact that the victor as a member Kent, of Rockland, who is first offiIn summer the Italians have soccer
accidents happen mostly at dusk trian of our State needs education
John L. Lewis. C. I. O. chief and of the Senate was an opponent of cer on the Exochorda; Warwick Ma- football, boxing, tennis and other
■ when drivers of motor vehicles more then ever before to instill into chairman of labor's nonpartisan
President Roosevelt's bill for the re- son 0{ friendship, who is command- . sports—in fact Italy is athletically
should have their lights turned on their minds safe walking practices.j ieague said the returns showed organization of the Supreme court. jng one Of tbe freight ships. Prank minded. Tennis ls showing an
Takes only
Snap
, but due to the lack of understanding
Up to this time 145 lives have been “distinct progress for labor." His
Lewis said that "the accomplish Campbell of Rockland has been with especial spirit in popularity. In win24, in. more
concerning the principles of safe sacrificed on our streets and high organization, he added, will "now de ment of the American labor party in
thc
the line some years.
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space than
j driving and because many drivers ways. Each of these men, women vote _Its_________
switch
attention” to next year's New York is outstanding.” That
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party, closely allied with the C. I. O. the Excallbur. Exeter. Exorchorda
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meanwhile polled 482.459 votes for LaOuardla and Excambrian. Every two weeks from $40 to $50 a month; women
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through the dusk without lights and the extreme penalty either because of ghowed Mayor LaGuardia victorious by comparLson with his plurality of , they make cruises
the Mediter- | receive from $25 to $50
a month.
suddenly a hazard looms in their their Qwn careiessness Or some other | over Tammanys Jeremiah T. Ma- 454.425
ra'nean with an itinerary of 48 days. | Much rayon is manufactured in
path and because of improper vision psrson's recklessness. These deaths I boney at 454.425 votes and his Fusion
“In Detroit,” Lewis continued, The cruise passengers have the privi- Italy; likewise much cotton tissue
an accident results. Poor visibilty sbou]d make it plain that everyone j Tunningmate. Thomas E. Dewey, in- "labor demonstrated its strength in
lege of stopping at any port, and goods. Tlie Italians manufacture
caused by inadequate and glaring
lWg good old pine -pree State stalIed as district attorney of New its first test against the combined
being picked up by a later ship. The motor cars for their own use, and
Something New In Toasters
I headlights seem to be contributing must shoulder their responsibility York county 108.823 over Harold influence of massed wealth and an passenger ships are of the 10 000-ton export some to America The people
Will toast four slices instead of two as an ordinary
I factors in these accidents which i jn aidjng Maine t0 continue to lead Hastings. Tammany Democrat,
entrenched political machine. Labor type and the freighters 7000 tons, j make a great fist of preserving
snapped out human lives. It is sug-, the Nation in lts reduction of fatalIn Detroit, the C. I. O. was un in Michigan is prepared to expand
Toaster. No more waiting for Hot Toast.
Plans are now under way for the fruits and vegetables. Much lmvested at this time that drivers do jUes kgt one of our numbeFs be added successful in an effort to elect a the sphere of iu influence in the construction of six fast freighters provement has been made in the*
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Regular Advertised List Price, $5.00
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FIRST DANCE NOV. 10
Capt. Robert Thayer Sterling his Republican opponent.
i paign.”
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of installing trans-Atlantic air serv rebels in Spain.
Glen Cove Grange Hall
Hamilton said he was "particularly I Boston definitely abandoned Cur132-133
Gets True Reception From
ice within 18 months. The transpor
OLD AND NEW DANCES
Capt. Kalloch does not share ln the
pleased" at the victory of Bruce Bar- leyism in favor of a popular Dem- tation companies are not slow to dtslike for Mussolini, so often voiced
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Gov.
Flynn
ALFRED PRESCOTT
ton author and advertising man. as ; ocrat Maurice J. Tobin. 36. who won recognize that air as well as water in other countries.
132*133
The door of the editorial sanctum a member of the House from New ‘ by more than 20 000.
mast be taken into account, and they
"He’s a regular fellow." says Capt.
are promptly getting into the game. Kalloch—'“a real patriot, and his
opened Tuesday forenoon, and though
It may be interesting to note that people are his first consideration. He
the sky was cloudy the room seemed
99 percent of all the tobacco ex is fair with all classes.
suddenly filled with sunshine for the
ported by Turkey to thLs country
"Fascism is thought by many to be
visitor was that genial "sea dog” and
comes on tlie American export steam a form of tyranny, but it is not, as
author Robert Thayer Sterling of
The Orand Jurors were excused at flags and new manuals to the 12 new ers. The shipments this year from practiced in Italy."
Portland.
The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
5 p. |m. Tuesday, after reporting 12 citizens.
The list of granted petitions fol
Just back from a visit to Sailor's ! indictments. The list follows:
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
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ARMISTICE

SOME SPECTACULAR ELECTIONS

BARN DANCE

THURSDAY, NOV. It

Tammany Walloped In New York and Curley

In Boston—Republicans Gain Congressman

COMMUNITY BUILDING

FREE

FOUR SLICE TOASTER

Special Introductory Price, $3.85

DANCE

At Snug Harbor

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

SUPERIOR COURT NOTES

YES and NO

suggestions:

1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from‘freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

&

Every one of our cus
tomers knows what
forms of insurance he
needs and what forms
he can do without. Do
you? Ask us. There is
no obligation.

E. C. Moran Co.
Inc.
Insurance Counsellors
425 MAIN ST. TEL. 98
ROCKLAND. ME.

132Thl38

SAVE THIS AD!
It Is Worth $2.00 To You!
FOR NOVEMBER ONLY

Our Regular $5.00

PERMANENT WAVE,

$3.00

This advertisement plus—

Our Regular $7.00

DOUBLE OIL PERMANENT,

$5.00

This advertisement plus—
GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS

Remember—the foundation of a good perma
nent wave is a Contour Haircut. Why not come
in and let our stylist advise you.

Phone 826
For Appointment

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
284-286 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

, state vs. Ellis J. Friedman of Lew- lows:
Theresa Nason of Camden, was
'■ iston, cheating by false pretences,
born at Calias but lost her citizen
| 8tate vs. A. F. Jensen and Ellis J.
ship through marriage to a Canadian.
Friedman, both of Lewiston, cheating
Agnes Viola Wilbur of Rockland. |
by false pretenses.
»
born at Truemanville. |N. S.
the gateman when he reached the
State vs. A. IF. Jenson and Ellis J. Oscar Boothb.v Hudson of RockHarbor. "So am I, good old Maine!"
Friedman. both of Lewiston, cheating ]and
at Black River N g
The gateman was Capt. Clyson
I by false preteases.
| Henry Laybam Wladimir Carlson
WiLson of St. Oeorge.
State vs. Ellis J. Friedman of Lew- [Of Clark Island, born at Bro. Sweden
Capt. Sterling had an appointment | iston, cheating by false pretenses.
Wllhard August Leander Carlson
with the Oovernor of Sailors’ Snug
State vs. Henry Cyr of Biddeford, of Clark Island, born at Fagelviken, j
Harbor, Capt. Howard A. Flynn of breaking entering and larceny.
Sweden.
Machiasport, but that official was
Eunice Gale McCobb of Camden
State vs. Henry Cyr of Biddeford.
out when the caller arrived. Notified breaking entering and larceny,
born at Young's Cove, Canada.
by phone he left an important di-; state vs. Emma Swanson of VinalAngus Hennigar of Vinalhaven,
rectors meeting, and exceeded the haven, illegal possession,
born at Hennigars, N. S.
speed limit in getting back to hLs
8tate vs charles H Nye o( j^.
Elof Walter Jonasson Berglund of
office. “I never had a more cordial; iand, assault with a dangerous Clark Island, born at Malmon.
reception,” said Capt. Sterling speak-! weapon
Sweden.
ing to The Courier-Gazette reporter ( state vs. John H| Ryan of Malden,
Herbert Axel Johnsson of Tenant's
Tuesday. "Maine men came along [ Mass., forging and uttering.
Harbor, born at Lysekll, Sweden
I in droves and all seemed glad to; state
John H Ryan of Malden.
Erland Juura of Warren, born at
see me.
Sippola, Finland.
Mass., forging and uttering.
Oovernor Flynn greeted the Maine
Harvey Joseph Robishaw of Rock
State vs. Albert Swanson, Vinal
author with a typical Maine smile, haven, single sale.
land. born at Metghan. Nova Scotia.
and nothing to do but that the Port
• • • •
Eva Olive Marshall of Camden,
land man should dine with him.
No bill was found against H. J. born at Montreal. Canada.
Capt. Sterling stayed all day Sun Mullen of New York, who conducted
• • « •
day and met many of the Maine in a merchandising campaign in this
The petition of Johan Maurits Lin
mates.
city last August, and who had been dell of Cushing was denied on the
Capt. Sterling was also the guest in [ bound over to the grand jury on ground that the applicant has not
Plainfield. N. J., of Mrs. Paul O'Hara charges in connection with the al- been of good moral character for tlie
who presented to Sailors' Snug Har- j leged non-delivery of prizes,
past five years.
bor an autographed copy of Capt. (
• • . •
The petition of Aaro Wphviialnen
Sterling's well known book, "The
Twelve applicants were admitted of Rockland was denied because of
Lighthouses of the Maine Coast," to citizenship Wednesday morning, an expired declaration of Intention.
It is easy to see where that publica two petitions were denied and two
The petitions of Ouiseppe Crisostion will become well thumbed.
were continued. Francis J. H. Dever, tomo, Elina Lindell and Raymond
Of the 800 inmates at Sailors' Snug Inspector from the U. S. Immigra Robishaw were continued to the
Harbor 200 are from Maine.
tion and Naturalization Office at February term.
Capt. Sterling has accepted an in Portland was present during the ex
• • • ■
vitation to the Authors' Banquet amination of the applicants. Mrs.
The Orand Jury, which enjoyed but
which is to be given by Guy P. Gan Mary Southard and Mrs. Hattie a single day's existence at this term,
nett at the Lkfayette Hotel in Port Davies, representing Lady Knox
land, Nov. 17,
Chapter of the D. A. R, presented
(Continued on Page Eight)
Snug Harbor, was Capt, Sterling and
he was much pleased and interested
with his experience.
•You're from Maine.7 exclaimed

ROCKIAND WOMAN SLAIN

Husband, In Their Portland Home, Sorry He

Didn’t Get Her Alleged Lover
A seaman who suspected his wife
had "two timed" him shot and killed
her in their modest home in Port
land Tuesday night and was cap
tured whue seeking the man he be
lieved his rival Albert Knudson,
county prosecutor, said.
William H. Welch, 37. Portland,
confessed slaying his wife, Cora, 27,
mother of their three children, said
Knudson, and was charged formally
with murder. Knudson said William
Ireland, 21, Welch's chum of many
years whom he accused of alienating
his wife's affections, had been held
as a material witness. Mrs. Welch
formerly was Cora Wall of Rockland.
“I've killed her. It’s too bad I
didn’t get Ireland,” Knudson quoted
Welch as telling him.
The prosecutor said the seaman's
last words to him were:
“I'll plead guilty to save the state
the expense of a trial. It's too bad
they don't have hanging or electro
cution here." Maine law makes life
imprisonment the mandatory pun
ishment for convicted murderers.
Welch told the prosecutor he had
arrived early Tuesday after a special
trip by sea from Corpus Christi, Tex.,
to straighten everything out.”
Ray Marr, 28. and Welch's aunt,
Mrs. Marion Stewart, who, with Ire
land, were in the Welch kitchen
when the seaman entered with a

drawn revolver, also were held as
material witnesses. Knudson quoted
the witnesses as saying Mrs. Welch
Jumped on a chair as her husbaaid
fired one shot, and fell with a wound
in the .'inn.
Then said Knudsen, Welch fired
(Continued on Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least onoe
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
'oss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
NOVEMBER

DAYS

Who said November days are drear and
sad?
November days are merely gray and
still.
October's fuss Is over: leaves are down
Most of the nuts have dropped. Upon
the hill.
Trees, unashamed, display thelr naked
grace
Against a background Nature has pre
pared.—
A soft gray sky that throws Into relief
Each tiny twig and branch the winds
have bared.

Who said November days are drear and
sad?
Still, yes; but many lovelv things are
still;
In silence, often come our greatest
things.
God's love; healed wounds; tha sun
rise o'er the hill.
November's gray makes apples redder
seem:
Makes flres seem brighter, and adds to
thelr cheer.
November days are lovely days, to me
Oray. still, and chill,—yet Intimate
and dear.
’
—Mary L. Lawleaa,

Page Two
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The Courier-Gazette

Proud Opera Star

KNOX COUNTY CRUSADE

THR EE-TIMES-A-WF.EK

Depart from evil, and do good; seek
peace, and pursue it.—Ps. 34:14.

of

Tetrazzini

the

Golden

Voice, Numbers Rockland
Girl Among Roomers

Knox Hospital

An Associated Press despatch from
------j Rome says:
Is Again Entered On the ApLuisa Tetrazzini. 63. whose golden

of Rockland again figures ir. ihe list.

Ten criteria observed in determin
ing the rating of each hospital were
summarized by Dr. Malcolm T. MacEachem. Associate Director of the
College, who directs the work of Hos
pital Standardization, follow:
A modern physical plant, assuring
the patient’s comfort and proper
care.
Clear definition of organization,
duties, responsibilities and relations
in the hospital's constitution by
laws. rules and regulations.
A carefully selected governing
board with comp1 t > supervisory
authority.
A competent, trained, superinten
dent responsible to the board for car
rying out its policies.
Adequate and efficient personnel,
properly organized and competentlysupervised.
Organized medical staff of ethical,
competent physicians.
Adequate diagnostic and therapeu
tic facilities under competent medical
supervision.
Accurate and complete medical
records, readily accessible, for re
serch and followup.
Regular group conferences of the
administrative staff and of the medi
cal staff for reviewing activities and
results so as to maintain a high plane
of scientific efficiency.
A humanitarian spirit—the primary consideration is the best care
cf the patient?

at the rate of $1,009 per night, is liv
ing in semi-poverty in Milan giving
music lessons mainly to Americans.
Her physical vastness remains
along with the aura of her once
great reputation, but the fortune
that W3s once hers has dwindled
through generosity, a marriage with
a dapper young man and lawsuits.
Now she is not only giving music
lessons but is offering board and
lodging at her home. Among these
who were recently witih her were
Luisa Prar.ceschl (opera name for
Miss Louise Bickford of Rockland.
Me.) and Princess Lushanya, a
Chickasaw Indian of Oklahoma.
Mme. Tetrazzini hopes to make all
her students what she was herself—
a world-known opera star.
They say she still has a voice,
,houSh worn not onl>' by opera singing over nearly two generations but
also by the trials she has undergone
in recent years.
Luisa Tetrazzini does not speak of
her marriage with the handsome
ycung man. Pietro Vernati. 20 years
her junior, or of the lawsuits both
civil and criminal, which followed

the Main Bout — Good

Eighteen Churches Are Giving Live Co-operation
—Begins Sunday Night
Thc Knox Ccunty Spiritual Re

She speaks most of all about
America where she saw some of her
greatest triumphs. When she men
tions the Metropolitan her eyes light
Alas! she recalls that on her last
trip to America, which she had hoped
to make a triumphant farewell, she
had to sing in vaudeville. She needed
the money.

Rockland Lions
Sam Conner’s Court Anec
dotes, and Lecture On the

Cathode Ray

The Jolly Toilers

Winners

»

The annual contest for all the 4-H
Clubs in Knox and Lincoln counties
was held in the Waldoboro High
School auditorium, Oct. 30. Thirtyeight clubs were represented with a
total attendance of over 400.
The program was opened by sing
ing, with Mrs. Ralph Wentworth at

the piano. Charles Rowe, first selectman of Waldoboro, gave thc address
of welcome, and Herbert Yarbrough
of the Fownalboro Good Will Club of

of Kncx County are co-operating,
will begin at 7:30 Sunday evening,
in the Community Building Auditor
ium. with Dr. Charles Forbes Taylor
Jr., and hls brother Laurie.
Arrangements are being made for
seating a choir of 150 on the Audi
torium platform. This choir will be

Show Promised

-------There is to be another big boxing ,
show at the Tillson avenue Potato
Bowl Friday night, and the manage-'
Cr; ades have been held in 42 dif
ment asks that 500 men and women I
ferent states, and in virtually every
major city, no less than 150 churches turn out to see it. There may not be
co-cperating in the movement each that many, but there will certainly
year. Approximately 500.000 persons be more in attendance than there
attended services under hls direction were two weeks ago when thc same
annually.
j management put on one cf the best 1
Dr. Taylor preached his first ser
mon at the age cf 9. and has traveled 1 boxing exhibitions ever seen in
with his father in evangelistic work local ring.
since he was four. His brother
Wearing his new honors as heavy
weight champion of Maine. Butch
Wooster will go into the main bout
to face that Waterville tough guy
j K. O. LaMouche. Butch is working
his way up. and has the local fans
strongly with him, but the Waterville
man has no intention of being used
as a stepping stone. The result should
be a fistiana classic.
Over in Waterville there Is another
boxer, who has always wanted to see
if Ponzi Cochran can punclr as hard
as he has been told. So the two will
meet Friday night in the semi-final.
Cracker Favreau wlll crawl into the
mitts again to see what can be done
with still another Waterville fighter,
Babe Qurion by name; while LarryAdams will take on Jim Ashe of Porti land in the other prelim.

2243 can carrots, 6295 cans sweet station, likewise and were on their
way out. Their exodus marks the end
; corn, 528 cans peas; total, 15,340.
' off what may be the first and only ex
Tllc “population" at the state
QUIET AT QUODDY
periment cf its kind or the first of a
series cf experiments dealing with the
P^n
L"as
at Ij.ie ;?rison tParm. The number of
Quoddy Village is again, or very vocational guidance of youth. That
lifer was 42. Thirty inmates were
nearly, deserted. About 75 N.Y.A. is being decided at Washington and
paroled during August and Septemitbthir.g definite ts known. The five
ber. ancj njKe paroie violators were youths departed Friday night by train months' period of supervised workfor all corners of the New England study and piay. was wound up in
returned.
States from whence they came five liflarious fashion with a grand ball
Thc chlef canncr rcP°r,s the fcl' months ago to undergo an experimen Friday night in the dormitcry that
lowing products packed: 815 can; tal training period at the new Quoddy IgL seen so many gay affairs from the
Swiss Chard, 292 cans beet greens, 573 Wcrk-Experience Project. Saturday time of its' completion by U. S. engi,,ans bects 3900 cans tomatoes (fcr morning the rest, about 125, piled
rtfers two years ago.
state Hospital), 634 cans string beans,; aboard the train at Quoddy Village
■ mi———
——
■■ ' ■ "ea---------

At The Prison

Apples ... fancy, delicious apples and juicy—are
extra special value this week. Eat them . .. hake
them . .. stew them! Apples are one of the most
valuable and healthful of all the fruits.

SPECIAL
WEEK-END SALE

Fancy Maine No. 1 Grade

McIntosh

their parting.

The Rockland Lions Club had an
unexpected visitor yesterday in the
person of Sam E. Conner. Maine's best
known newspaper man. and past King
Lion of the Lewiston-Auburn Lions
Club. He spoke extemporaneously
fcr about 15 minutes, telling seme in
teresting anecdotes concerning Maine
judges in other days. One cf his
most interested listeners was Justice
William ,H. Fisher of Augusta, who is
presiding over the present session cf
Superior Court.
Other visitors yesterday were Past
District Governor George W. Dyer and
Liens David Crockett and Leon
~
Crockett cf Camden. King Lion D. H
Won Plaque Given By The Daggett of Vinalhaven. Clerk cf

Courier-Gazette — Other

Tonight’s Boxing
With Wooster-La Mouche Ir.

proved List By American voice once charmed hundreds of
covery Crusade, in which 18 churches
College of Surgeons
thousands of American music lovers
Officially announcing the 1937 list
of 2.621 approved hospitals at the
20th annual Hospital Standardiza
tion Conference, Dr. George Crile,
chairman of the Board of Regents,
said:
“The 1937 Hospital Standardiza
tion survey concludes two decades of
successful effort by the American
College of Surgeons to assist the hos
pitals of thc United States and
Canada in rendering tetter care of
the sick and injured Today 2.621
hospitals are awardee Pull or Pro
visional Approval. At the end of
the first field survey in 1918. only
89 hospitals were sufficiently well
equipped, organized and adminis
tered to merit approval,"
The Knox County General Hospital

Every-Other-Day
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Courts Milton M. Griffin

and Fred

Ripley.

David Crockett, by special request,
led one of the songs, injecting the pep
which has made him famous with the
Camden-Rockport Club.
Arthur A. Levesque ar.d Walter L.
Fickett. who are associated with the
Radio Service Laboratory in Portland,
were the assigned speakers, lntrowere
duced by Neil Hary. chairman of the
entertainment committee.
Mr. Fickett, who is a radio engineer,
dealt with both the practical and
technical side of the oscillograph and
associated equipment as used ln
the servicin3 of modem ’-'adi0 receivers. He brought out thc fact that to
day's new- receivers nave incorporated
new circuit; in design such as delayed

West Aina gave the response. Fol
ic wing the movie, which was given
there in the auditorium, there was a
parade through thc town of Waldo
boro. with club banners flying, and
as they marched the boys and girls
sang their club songs.
In the afternoon. Parker E. Worrey
cl Rockland led in singing. Tlie pro
gram furnished by the clubs follows:
Hawaiian dance by the Gold Star
Workers. South Thomaston; songs,
by Philip Wentworth. Hope; tap
dance by Dora Seavey. Port Clyde;
Finnish song and dance by the Jolly
Toilers’ Ciub. Georges River road
end an entertainment by the Sun
shiny Seven Nobleboro.
The plaque, given 'by The CourierGazette awarded to the highest scor
ing club in the county, went to the
Jolly Toilers of Georges River road,
with Esther Harjula, leader. The
pair of flags—one American and one
4-H Club—given to the second high
est scoring club, went to the LivelyLittle Ladies of South Bristol, with
Mrs. Wintie Russell, leader. Third
highest scoring club was the Singing
Sewing Club of West Rockport, with
Mrs. Henry Keller, leader and the
fourth highest one was the Hatchet
Mt. 4-H of Hope, with Mrs. Bessie
Hardy, leader.
County- Champions in each project
were: Clara Brownell, Hope, canning;
Ina Anderson. Georges River road,
chick raising; Beatrice Sidelinger,
Nobleboro, cooking and housekeeping;
Neal Walker. West Aina, corn; Al
bert Harjula, Georges River road,
dairy; H. Vinal Hardy, Hope, garden;
Raymond Anderson, Georges River
road, pig; Roland Trussell, Dresden,
potato; Arthur Beverage, North Ha-I
ven, poultry management; Barbara
Pinkham, South Bristol, room im
provement and sewing.

a&DC YOU

Buy heat when you buy a
range
burner?
Then
thc
burner tkat can supply you
thc most heat is thc one you
want
S'.lcnt Glow burners
have five reasons why it can
and wilt supply ycu more
heat!
Wc can tell you.
Aoh- Guaranteed for
Fire Years!

Little Pig
directed by Charles Taylor, who Laurie, pianist for the meetings, has
often leads by whistling. Many of traveled with his father and brother
his congregations think his method fcr seventeen years. He is a student
unusual. He explains that it is the cf Clga Steeb of Los Angeles, and
mcst effective way that a large con Baolo Oalico of New York, and his
gregation can be led, for the whistl concerts each Thursday night are al
ing can be heard above the voices ways popular. For ten years he car
cf thousands. -'Whistling is just as ried a letter from Steinway Hall. New
as religious as singing if one whistles York, instructing dealers to provide
in tunc." says Dr. Taylor. He has him with a piano, just as they did
been leading his audiences in their ! for the great concert pianists.
hymn services since he was 16 years
His programs are not confined to
cld and learned the whistling method religious music, but include a number
quite by accident on an occasion cf such composers as Bach, Beeth
when his voice failed.
oven. and Chopin as well as the
The campaign will last through better known hymns, both old and
three weeks from Nov. 7 to 29. Each new. in addition to hts weekly con
night sections are reserved for special certs. he plays several solo numbers
groups. A firm beliver in Martin at etch revival meeting. His ability
Luthers axiom. "Stand up boldly; was acclaimed in Boston last year
speak out manfully, and leave off when 2700 people attended hls con
speedily." Dr. Taylor'- sermon* sel cert in Tremont Temple despite the
dom exceed thirty minutes in length. humidity of an August Sunday.
His subjects for this week are. Often he is the accompanist for the
"Feur Corner Men" on Sunday night. thirty minute nightly song service.
At 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon Dr.
“The Land of the Book' on Mondaynight. “What Do You .Know” on Charlie Taylor will meet the ushers
Tuesday night. “Asleep in Church" in the auditorium, while at the same
on Wednesday night, "God's Master time Laurie Taylor will meet the
piece" cn Friday night. “Brothers members of the great chorus choir.
At 6:30 Sunday evening there will
and Sisters of Jesus" on Saturdaynight.
; be a union meeting for the young
All denominations are welcome at people of the county In the First
the service.
The Taylors be Baptist Church. This meeting will
lieve that the primary- need is for be in charge cf Laurie Taylor. Seats
strengthening
not for further will be reserved in the main auditor :um for the young people attending
churches or r.ew sects.
Dr. Charles F. Taylor Jr., who con this service.
The corrected list of prayer meet
ducts the services, has extensive ex
perience in evangelistic work. Born ings to be held in the Northend Fri
in England, he came to the United day is as follows:
Home for Aged Women. 148 North
States twenty-six years ago. and
since th'at time has conducted 250 Mair Street.
Mrs. Sidney F. Munro. 2 Adams
campaigns in this country and
Canada.
The Spiritual Recovery Street.

automatic volume control, automatic
frequency control, variable selectivity,
cte.. to thc extent that it Is placing a
demand cn the radio service men. re
quiring that they become familiar
with thc latest method of testing.
Thc cathode-ray oscillograph equip
ment allows thc radio service man
actually' to see what is taking place
in any radio receiver, by projecting
the various radio waves onto a screen
in the form cf light. This ail takes
place in thc cathode-ray tube itself—
which at presc nt is the principle upon
which television experiments are be
ing conducted.
“This is claimed to be the most
versatile instrument that has yet been
placed cn the radio field." Fickett
-aid. “It introduce* a new era in
radic servicing c.n.i is rapidly expand
ing into ether fields, including the
study of sound, study of the human
body, and study of music."

BEST CBNTERCUTS

Pork Chops L° *51/
LEAN END CUTS

>»■ J
25/

Pork Chops

Acts

jn

TOE

Oil Burner

SUGAR CREEK—COUNTRY ROLL

EVERY ONF. GUARANTEED

“Pm going to a foot

ROASTING PORK ... ........lb 25c

ball game and Pm

SPRING

in a hurry.’’

Lamb Legs " •*

SPRY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb tin 57c

Ycu ir.ay net buy year O'ccat in a

SPRING LAMB FORES .. lb 17c

FRESH FROZEN

j25/

hurry but we C;a’t knew a better

terk than this if you're pressed
for time ... fcr style ... for warmth
cr ft: money.

As fast a; ycu can try' them cn.
wt'U have them off their hangers.
As quiekly as ycu can think up ne >
idea, to get inelde cf, wc'H keep
carrying in the ccats and keeping
down the ccct urtil yea'll be in
mere cf a hurry t; buy a coat than
wc art to have ycu leave.

FRANKFORTS ........... ........ lb 18c

MINCED HAM........... .. 2 lbs 29c
BCLOGNA .................... ...... lb 17c
PRESSED HAM.......... ........lb 23c

EGGS.. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. . doz 29c

USE SPRY FOR ALL COOKING

STRAWBERRIES ... lb box 29c
FRESH OPENED

OYSTERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pint 29c
NEWLY CORNED

BACON :.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Ib 35c HAKE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 12c
CELLO WRAPPED PACKAGES

FRESHLY SMOKED IN ROCKLAND

FINNAN HADD1E.. .. .. .. .. . Ib 17c

FRESH CRISP

SPINACH.. .. .. .. .. . peck 15c
SUGAR.. .. .. .. .. .. . 10 lbs bulk 52c
JUICY

Gregory Overcoats

ID. DFAN’S

ORANGES,.. .. .. .. . . doz 23c SOUR KRAUT.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lbs 25c

$2C to $E0
with price; in between

Underwear
in all style; and weights

Moose On The Menu

SOFT-A-SILK CAKE FLOUR, pkg 27c

PRUNES................................. 21b pkg 15c

BISQUICK...................................... pkg 31c

SODA CRACKERS......... 2 lb box 19c

TOMATOES....................... 2 lge tins 25c

TOASTED RICE PUFFS, 2 pkgs 15c

TOMATO SOUP.............. 2 lge tins 19c

WHEAT PUFFS.................... 2 pkgs 15c

SHRIMP............................................ tin 15c

MY-T-FINE DESSERTS .... 4 pkgs 25c

Wool Hose
Charles Curtis o' Ash Point bagged
big game before he had been in the
woeds an hour Tuesday but he found

h.'s hunting career had ended abrupt
ly. for he had shot a moose in the
closed season.
Judge Zeima M. Dwinal sentenced
his.
30 day; ir.
and lie was
ccmmitted. The moose was shot at
Farm Meadow Warren, and the car
cass was turned over to the Rock
land Welfare Department. Scores
cf city charges will enjoy the luxury
ci mocse meat for dinner.

Packard Electo Shaven

STOCK YOUR PANTRY WITH S. S. PIERCE FOODS
ON SALE AT BOTH MARKETS

and Lighters

Hove corn-on-the-col!

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.,

With or Without
Sauce

BAKED BEANS

tin 5c

ORANGE MARMALADE,

2 lb jar 25c

PEANUT BUTTER,

2 lb jar 25c

ROCKLAND. ME

PERFUME^^I,^-

19/

^^3 -CA/
lAfJlF
^4

4 whole
matched ears
—packed in

PEARS

NEW PACK
BARTLETTS

2 lge tins 32c

PINEAPPLE SPEARS,

By 2 tins 39c

DC A PLICC

2 ige tins 39c

I EiALHEiiJ,

Officer
Piomptly

In

YELLOW CLING
IN SYRUP

SEEDED OR
SEEDLESS

2 pkgs 17c

FRIENDS BEANS,

2 tins 29c

9c

3-Minute

RAISINS,

Hastings

Knox

County Cases

TEL. 1251

MAINE COOKING APPLES, 11 lbs 25c

BUTTER.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs 79c

4

Cruelty To An-mals
Humane

689 MAIN ST.

5 POUNDS 25/

<!

BETTER BECAUSE IT'S BEST

Superior Gas & Oil Co.

apples

vacuum

Have you seen thc new Sileromc Steel
Shells?
A model to suit every need and every
purse. Sec them on our floor.

w

PORK

L. P.. Hastings, humane ofSeer, has
been a busy man this week.
In Unicn, responding to a complaint
he found three hor-.es and a cow
kept in a barn which <was badly ex
posed to cold and winds, and with
very little for them to eat. He re
moved the animals to another farm
three-quarters oi a mile.
A complaint from headquarters told
of a disabled horse in Camden. The
animal was put out of its misery.
In East Union animals were found
I suffering from lack of care. Hastings
I ordered the owner lo repair tlie barn
] George Carter and Cleveland Har1 vey and son went along as witnesses

LIMA BEANS,

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER,

tin

4 tins 19c

OAT FLAKES

Fight Fall Colds With Fruit Juices
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE................................. 2 tins 23c
ORANGE JUICE................................................ 2 tins 21c

WITH GENUINE

PINEAPPLE JUICE ......................................... 2 tins 25c

PERRY’S MARKETS

MONAX
DINNER PLATE
Per Package
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The Hobby Show

DOING/

t°hfe

DRAKE/K^WJ/ FORNITlffir CO

Here Is a Suggested List of

Shcv.Ti

1W N()V1EM BE R 1*07
F S
M T w
' 1 ' 2 3 4! 5;6
io! if 12 13
7 8 9
It 15 16 17 18 19 20
2f 22 23 24 25 2627
I"' J
28 29 30
s

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev
eral counties Including Knox, Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 5—Thomaston—High School min
strel show at Watts hall
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of
Mayflower Temple, Pythian 81sters.
Nov.
5—Burkettville—School
enter
tainment at Grange hall.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building
Nov 8—Meeting of Parent-Teacher As
sociation at High School auditorium.
Nov 9—Rockport—Garden Club meets
•t Miss Marlon Weidman's.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—Armistice Ball ln Community
Building, auspices
Winslow-Holbrook
Post. A. L.
Nov. 12—Appleton—Community Club
beano party at Grange hall.
"jv. II -Republican Ward Caucuses
Nov. 16—Garden Club meeting at Com
munity Building
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
fair at Grand Army hall
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
cuses.

Nov
18—Thomaston—Meeting
of
Parent-Teacher Association at High
School assembly hall
Nov. 19—Knox County Fish and Game
Association holds membership meeting
In Thomaston.
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving

The Cruiser Vincennes, twice dam
aged after delivery' at Boston Navy
Yard several weeks ago. will be tried
on the Rockland course next week.
If the person who stole the clothes
from the line on Pleasant street Sun
day night wlll call at the house, the
silk stocking they overlooked will be
given them.

Rev. (J. Charles MacDonald is to
be guest speaker at the Baptist
Church in Belfast tonight following
the annua! parish supper. He will
give his popular lecture on the Holy
Land.

WALDO THEATRE

GIFT LINE

RITZ BROTHERS
in

“Life Begins In College”
SATURDAY, NOV. 6
Matinee 2.30
Single evening show at eight
JOAN BLONDELL, PAT O'BRIEN
in

“Back In Circulation”

Savage was fined $100 and costs on
a drunken driving charge. He ap
pealed and gave bail in the sum of
$200.

Community Theatre Guild
bers and those interested in the
ment are invited to attend a
important meeting tonight at
Community Building.

mem
move
highly
7.30 at

SOLD

MILLER’S GARAGE

BURPEE’S

Gifts In Chrome

ADAM AND FALLEN MAN

“Adam and Fallen Man” is the sub
ject of the lesson-sermon that will be
read in all churches of Christ. Sci
entist. next Sunday. The Golden ■
Text is, “It is the spirit that quick| eneth; the flesh profiteth nothing.”
(John 6:63).
The citations from the Bible in
clude the following passages: “And
God said. Let us make man in our
image, alter our likeness; and let
them have dominion over the fish o:
the sea, and over the fowl of the air,
and up i and over the cattle, and over all the
i earth, and over every creeping thing
i that creepeth upon the earth. So
and up God created man in his own image,
in the Image of God created he him;
' male and female created he them.”
i (Genesis 1:26, 27).
The lessen-sermon also includes
the following selections from the
i Christian Science Textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Serip1 tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "With
I a tingle command, Mind had made
i m^n. beth male and female. How
I then could a material organization
| become the basis of man? How could
i the non-intelligent become the me
dium of Mind, and error be the enunj ciator of Truth. Matter ls not thc
ASK ABOUT OUR
reflection of Spirit, yet God is re
flected in all His creation" (page 521:
! 17-24).

Percolator Sets $9.75

Cocktail Sets, $1.75

Christmas Budget
Pian

The following offlcers have been
elected to serve the Missionary So
cieties of the Littlefield Memorial
Complete Line
Free Baptist Church the coming
year: Woman s Missionary SocietyPresident.
Mrs. J.
N. Farn
ham; vice president, Mrs. Ralph
Conant; secretary, Mrs. Ralph Nor
ton; assistant secretaries, Mrs. Clara
Gray and Mrs. George Grover;
treasurer, Mrs. Gena Atherton; as
sistant, Mrs. Alice Knight; work
committee. Mrs. Gena Atherton, Mrs.
] J. N. Farnham, Sara Hall, Mrs. Lizzie
Henshaw. Mrs. Ida Pettee Mrs. Clara
Gray, Mrs. Mildred Henderson. Mabel
1 Seavey, Mrs. Priscilla Richardson;
program. Mrs. Ralph Conant. Mrs.
! Harry Chase. Mabel Seavey; visit
Far Men and Women
ing committee, Mrs. Sidney Munro.
Priced From
- Mrs. Mildred Henderson, achieve' ments. Mabel Seavey. Mrs. Harry
| Chase; counselor—Junior
World
Upwards
Wide Guild. Mrs. Charles Marstaller;
counselor? Teen Age guild, Mabel
J Seavey; counselors. Childrens World
' Crusade. Miss Evelyn Bragg and Miss
Barbara Bartlett; librarians, Geneva
Hill and Julia Cross; offlcers of Teen
JEWFLFR
! Age World Wide Guild—President.
I Gladys Gray; vice president. Laura
357 MAIN ST.
Sylvester; secretary. Oeneva Hill;
ROCKI AND. ME.
assistant. Marguerite Gray; treasur
er. Ruth Packard: assistant. Helen
Whitmore; program. Ruth Sukeforth.
Elinor Nye. Florence Grover; work
committee. Feme Britto. Kathleene
Chase, Gwendolyn Hartley; offlcers
Annie H.. widow of Rev. L. L. Junior World Wide Guild—President.
Hanscom, died this morning at her Ruth Hammond; vice president. Syl
residence, 36 Masonic,street. Funeral via Hooper; treasurer. Marian Rawley: secretary Barbara Bartlett; Of
arrangements will be announced.
ficers Childrens World Crusade—
President, Betty Sylvester; vice pres
DIED
ident, Dorothy Holbrook; secretary.
It Will Make Your Gift Problem
Easy cf Solution

Traveling Sets

$3.00

KARLM.

LEIGHTON

HANSCOM—At Rockland, Nov. 4. Annie
H. widow of Rev. L. L. Hanscom.
THORNDIKE-At Camden. Nov. 3. Capt.
Lane Thorndike, aged 93 years. Funerl Saturday Bt 3 o'clock from resi
dence of Mrs. P O. Willey.
ROBINSON—At Appleton. Oct. 31. Mil
dred Nettle. Infant daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Robinson. Age 1
year 9 months 16 days.
HEALD—At Thomaston. Nov. 2. Dr Al
bert P. Heald. aged 76 years Private
funeral from residence. Kindly omit
flowers.
STEVENSON—Camden. Nov. 3. Minnie
Mabel, wife of A. B. Stevenson, aged
62 years. 7 months. 21 days. Funeral
Irlday at 2 o'clock. Burial ln East
Union.
DOW—At West Rockport. Nov 3. Na
thaniel Alford Dow. aged 86 years.
Funeral Saturday at 1.30 o'clock from
residence.
NAIPI—At Boston City Hospital. Oet. 27.
Mrs. Lulu McLaren wife of Oeorge
Nalpl, formerly of Rockland, aged 63
years.

M. E. WOTION & SON

Expert Carpet
Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

DEPARTMENT STORE

What a rare treat for Knox County
people: A Hobby Show. Below is a
suggested list of Hobbles:
Postage stamps, Old Coins. Medals,
etc., Historic Documents and articles.
| War relics, Posters, First Edition
books, old books, etc. .Autographs
, Scrap books on particular themes.
I Photographs on particular themes.
Antique glass, vases, other articles.
I Doll. Fans and Parasols. Shawls.
I quilts, gowns, millinery, etc.. Hooked
rugs, etc.. Antique jewelry, Oene. alogy, Musical Instruments, Hunting
; articles, fishing and sporting goods.
RFMEMBER that quality is an impertant factor in furniture. Play
; taxidermy, Musical expression, Dra
safe ... be sure of getting furniture that will stand up under long
matics, Magic, Juggling, vaudeville
/J
7 ftlRHIT'JRF COMPAN*
service—furnish your home from the superior selection offered
stunts.
VZ/361 MAIN STfaddand
by BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Voice culture, Radio, Art and sculp
ture. soap or wood carving, etc.,'Min
na
eral collections. Entymologlcal collections. Botanical collections, Arts
and crafts. Needlework, fancy work,
The Kncx County Chess and
knitting, weaving, etc., Leather work.
Checker Club meets tomorrow night
Metal working, Wood working, Model
at Howard & Brown's office.
building, ship models, airplane mod
els, etc., Furniture finishing.
The northern store in the Masonic
For Your
Photography, still and motion pic
building is being prepared for occu
ture. Souvenirs, Button collections.
Approval We
pancy by its present near neighbor
Games, chess, checkers, bridge, etc..
W. A. Kennedy.
Indian relics, Juvenile
hobbies.
Present Our New
Greeting cards, hand made. Etching.
Robert
V.
Stevenscn
received
news
j
“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
Plan to enter this interesting show
this week of the death of his brother
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO DM
or visit the Community Building Dec.
William ln Northern Wisconsin. The
Fresh from thc Boston
10 to see the unusual exhibits. Pull
THURS.-FRI., NOV. 4-5
deceased was 60 and a farmer.
Gift Show
particulars will be published in an
Matinees 2.30
early issue of The Courier-Gazette.
Evenings at Eight
In Municipal Court Tuesoay B. H.

The annual membership drive of
SUNDAY, NOV. 7
,the Rockland Parent-Teacher AssoMatinee 2.30
| elation, held up by the inclement
Single evening show at eight
weather of the past few days, is now
JEAN PARKER. ROBERT DONAT i in full swing, aiming at the 1.000
in
, mark. Two names belong on the
“The Ghost Goes West”
general drive committee. Albert Mc
Eleven feet of water over the In-!
Carty and Mrs. Henry Comins.
Benefit
Performance
take at Mirror Lake—rather wetter
than usual at this season of the
MON.-TUES., NOV. 8-9
On Monday evening. Nov. 8 at 7 45
year. The water company has an in
No Matinee
in the High School auditorium the
teresting task ahead this fall when
Single evening show at eight
Rockland PT A„ holds its second
it will cleanse five miles of its 10-inch
meeting of the year. At this time
“
The
Life
Of
The
Party
”
pipe.
Dr. James P. Kent will speak on
With Big Cast Including
"Public Health.” A report of the
"News of the Adoption of the Con
JCE PENNER, VICTOR MOORE.
stitution” will be the subject of the GENE RAYMOND, HARRIET membership drive will be given.
DAH broadcast Nov. 4 at 3.30 p. m.
HILLIARD, HELEN BRODERICK.
Robert A. Snow. Walter Weeks.
from WLBZ. This will consist of a
AND PARKYARKARKUS.
William Teel and William Freeman
sketch with nine characters, written |
are doing a deer-hunting stunt in
and presented by Mrs. Mildreth Shaw.
Washington County—Irving Quinn
Americanization
agent.
Prances
Members of the Knox Hospital
and William Emery are in Whiting on
Dighton Williams Chapter.
Auxiliary are asking for donations
a week's deer-hunting trip. Mrs.
All members of Winslow-Holbrook of vegetables from farmers who come Quinn and children are meantime
Post American Legion, are requested to Rockland with produce and will
visiting Mrs. Quinn's mother at
to attend tonight's meeting to make he pleased with gifts of food stuffs,
Buck's Harbor.
preparations for the Armistice Day from anyone in the city or suburbs,
program. Mont Trainer will serve j for Krox County General Hospital,
Before Judge Dwinal yesterday Har
one of his famous fish chowder sup
old Stetson and Oswald Stetson cf
pers with all the fixings at 6.30. No
At the meeting of Blue Bonnet Thomaston pleaded guilty to break
charge.
Troop of Girl Scouts held Monday. ing, entering and larceny, and were
Mrs. Trask captain, gave instructions given an indeterminate sentence in
Blue ribbons await both the ward I in making boudoir dolls, which will be the Men's Reformatory at South
captain and the individual in addi- on exhibition demonstration week. Windham. They were charged with
tion to the special awards in sta Plans were made for a hike Saturday, forcing their way into the Thomaston
tionery. books, etc., for greatest re Nov. 6. under the leadership of Miss HighSchool building and taking $14.47
sults reported at Lenore Benner's Ruth Thomas, lieutenant.
from the candy room.
Educational Club picnic Nov. 19 in
securing lifers, new members and re-1 p, a. Winslow of The Courier-Ga-! Word from Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H.
newals. One hundred new names are zette is to be guest speaker before I Fowler in
Salt
Lake
City,
desired. The three Ss—Start (the the Women s Club of the First received by
a member of The
early bird catches most). Spurt (put church in Belfast this afternoon. Courier-Gazette staff this mornon steam, step on the gas, get a move Friday night he addresses the Castine J ing tells of abeautiful country, conon, speed up), Stick like a postage J Women's Club, and on the following | Uining many interesting
places.
stamp till you arrive—always win, Tuesday night is scheduled to speak Promise of a detailed account "when
Success. The club star gazers ad- before a joint meeting of Rockport's we get fully settled” was offered
Joumed in disorder at the Oct. 29 I Garden Club and Twentieth Century j The Courier-Gazette awaits with in
meeting. zealous to beheld the gorge- club,
terest that letter.
ous planets, Jupiter and Mars, in
Press Herald: George W. Roberts.
-lose proximity ln the southern sky,
If you have not already secured
47.
Rockland insurance man arrested
with brilliance and beauty as adver your tickets for the Bowdoin-Maine
tised. indescribable. What's the dif game at Orono Saturday you are apt by Patrolman Walter Mank Monday
ference between planets and stars? to find yourself out of luck. An ap charged with reckless driving on Ve
Mrs. Nettle Stewart accepted the an- plicant jjpsterday was told that the randa street, was found not guilty
swer “Taxation without representa- j best available grandstand seat was Tuesday, when arraigned before
tion is Tyranny," as the decisive i or. the 5-yard line. The game will Recorder Martin. Patrolman Mank
Revolutionary War slogan in 1776.
undoubtedly determine the cham told the court Roberts hit a 65-mile
E. K. Gould has removed his law pionship .as Bowdoin is rated to clip over Veranda street and that the
offlce from 375 Main street to 403 win very handily and already has respondent crossed the Grand Trunk
Railway overpass at 60 miles an hour.
Main street (over Woolwcrth's). 131-tf two victories to its credit.
Mank further testified Roberts had
Have a native, milk fed young tur
Supper at St. Peter’s "Undercroft" called him a “smart aleck." Roberts
key for Thanksgiving. Now taking Saturday. 5 to 7. Beans, brown bread, said the phrase he had used was
orders. Phone 717-M; or better still, cold meats, cabbage salad, pickles, "smart guy.” Roberts testified he
come up and see those bronze beau rolls, cake and doughnuts. 30c.—adv. had speeded up crossing the over
pass, because he saw the policeman's
ties. Fred Derby, 497 Pleasant street.
car beside him and also a street car
131-136
The Central Maine Power Company
at its Rockland store is introducing approaching and wished to save the
BURKETTVILLE
this week an entirely new idea in patrolman and himself from possible
collision.
bread toasters. This toaster will
An entertainment and dance Friday speedily toast four slices of bread at
at tha Orange hall will be introduced a time instead jof only two as ln the
Mabelle L. Cross, tailoress has lo
by a baked bean supper served from ordinary toaster or in other words cated at 406 Main St., over Crie
6 to 8. Townson's orchestra will sup will toast twice as much bread as the Hardware Co., rooms formerly oc
ply music for dancing.
ordinary toaster in the same length cupied by Stanley Gregory. Tailoring,
of time. However, if at times only clothing repairing expertly done.
131*133
two slices are wanted, by simply turn
ing a switch on the toaster one-half
of its capacity is cut out and it func
tions as a two-slice toaster. To turn
the toast it Ls only necessary to
lower the doors and raise them back
in position. The toaster is made of
AND
heavy gauge metal which is coated
with a thick coat of bright chromium
MORTICIANS
and has attractive walnut feet with
Ambulance Service
walnut handles on the doors to match.
Each toaster is equipped with stand
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
ard length separate underwriters' cord
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
and attachment cap. See the adver
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. tisement on page 1, the special intro
119-tf
123-Th-tf
ductory price will surprise you.
*

USED CARS
BOUGHT

Articles Which Might Be

MS'
AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

WEEK-END SPECIALS
Take Advantage of These
Fall and Winter Items
Full Size Batt (stitched).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 49

Another Case of Part Wool Blankets, pair .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.98
Regular 2.98 value. Weekend price, pair.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.50
AH of our 25c and 2ic 80 Square Percales, yard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 19

Special Black Heel (Silk Hose), pair.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50
Silk and Wool Hose (all colors and sizes), pair.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50
Part Linen Dish Towels.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 for 1.00
Tuck Knit Pajamas. Special.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Beautiful Beacon Robes (all sizes)

3

1.59

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.98

Regular 50c All Wool Scarfs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25

NEW UPHOLSTERY DEPARTMENT ALREADY STARTED
Give Us a Ring and We Will Estimate Your Sets At a Great Saving!

Oliver Wiggin; treasurer. Charlotte I
Munro; membership, Laura Munro, I
Mabel DcVlne. Julia Henderson,
Lucille Holbrook.
The premises of Capt. A. B. Nor
ton, 34 Mechanic street, are being |
viewed with interest today because,
they furnish proof of the captain's
skill as a hunter. There they hang
a 200-pound bear and a good sized
buck deer, both brought down within
48 hours, in Washington County.
The region was infested with hunters
and Capt. Norton generously made an
early getaway in order to make room
for somebody else. Mrs. Norton
meantime visited her sister, ln
Wesley.

THE BARGAIN BASEMENT
: :

AT : :

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.
“Quality Goods at Lowest Prices in Town”
MEN’S UNION SUITS

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

Winter Weight, All Sizes
Long Sleeves. Long Legs
o
o

2 prices that will sell you

Collar Attached; Sizes 14-17

OTHER UNION SUITS
Taken from our regular stack
Odd Sizes

MEN’S HATS
Newest Style

priced very low
O
■■ o
LOTS OF

SHIRTS and DRAWERS

z NEW
“LOW
PRICES!
halibut
LIVER OIL PLAIN
10-cc. VIAL
50 CAPSULES

43 4
79 4

MEN’S CAPS
A Variety of Patterns At a
Saving Price

Odd Sizes

half price
SPECIAL

MEN’S PLAID
FLANNEL SHIRTS

MEN’S HOSE
Fancy Plaids and Ravons and
Heavy Part Woo! for Work and
Warmth!
o
o

Sizes 14 ta 17

MEN’S OVERCOATS

see the price for Saturday

Dark Oxford and Black
A warm coat for thc man who
doesn't care for stylo

0

■ o

MEN’S CREW NECK
SWEATERS
Colors. Black and Maroon
Can’t be beat fer the money!

BOYS’ DEPARTMEN T
A Little of Everything

SEE OUR BASEMENT WINDOW FOR PRICES

J

$1.00

Squibbs Adex Tablets
79c
Re !• tancc Building—Vitamin

\

JAMESON’S SPECIALS

$1.00 SQUIBBS

A. B. D. G. Capsules

Fancy Native Fowl ............................................... lb
Fresh Short Shanked Pork Shoulders............ lb

30c
24c

Well trimmed and economical. These are nice to bake
or boil.

89c
Four Vitamins in Convenient
Form

SQUIBBS

Little Pig Pork Roasts......................................... lb

28c

Pocket Honeycomb Tripe ................................. lb

18c

Alice went to a luncheon yesterday, thc rest of as had
fried tripe. Wasn’t it rood?

Aspirin Tablets

2 lb jars Crosse & Blackwell Mince Meat..........

The Economy Size
200 Tablets

49c

Vcu can add 50% apple ; and then have the best mince
pic ycu ever ate.

63c

Richardson & Robbins Boneless Canned Chicken 48c
Handy ta have on the shelf.

98c

$1.09 SQUIBBS

Aroostook Potatoes............................... 100 lb bag

Mineral Oil with Agar

2 !b pkg Medium Sized Prunes ............................

18c

2 lb pkg Extra Large Prunes..................................

25c

The Celebrated Nucoa Butterine.................... lb

23c

Puritan Dutch Oven Baked Beans.......................

20c

59c
Pleasant Tasting Emulsion

Rich delicious mellow flavor, sealed in glass bean pot
for you to heat, serve and enjoy.

NEW LOW PRICES ON

Superba Chocolate Malted Milk......... 1 lb can

Squibbs

25c Talcum Powder,
40c Tooth Paste,
75c Mineral Oil,
50c Baby Oil,

25c

Just as gcod as any other at one-half the price.

Home Necessities

Supeiba Diced Carrots....................................... can

.21

New Pitted Dates............................................ 2 lbs

.33

New Regular Dates ........................................... lb

.59
.39

MAIL ORDERS
Filled Same Day Received

CORNER
DRUG STORE
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

10c

25c
10c

Jack and Jill Cat Food...................................... can

7c

Katz Cat Food................................................. 3 cans

25c

Pal Dog or Puppy Biscuit Food......................... lb

15c

Break O’Morn Coffee............................................lb

20c

“Ta. JAMESON co.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 17

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day
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SOUTH THOMASTON

UI

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

At the flrst beano party of the
I Mrs. Sophie Johnson of Long Cove
new series at the Grange hall Friday
j is guest of Mrs. William Grant.
night prize winners were: Aurelia
Mr. and' Mrs. Austin Miller have
1
Ripley. Annie Dennison.
Bessie
IO
been visiting relatives in Bangor.
3
8 9
1
5
7
4
1
— And The —
Drinkwater, Georgia Snow and Eliz
A chicken barbecue is scheduled
11
IM
II
13
abeth Mitchell. Another party is
j for Friday night at the Baptist
scheduled Friday night.
I Church.
Ib
17
id
15”
Mrs. Agnes Hodsdon Jf Water
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr.
ville. Mrs. Nettie Kittredge of Port
1$
| were ln Portland recently.
21
10
21
I the dinner committee. Mrs Florence
land and Mrs. Lizette Emery of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
i 24
lb
County Agent Wentworth has re- I Calderwood and Mrs. Mattie Light, and
have been vjsiting relatives
25
land called Saturday on former
have charge of the meeting.
neighbors here.
in Massachusetts.
ceived order blanks from Stanley
1 is
17 LV
• • • •
29
30
Mrs Helen Emery of Bar Harbor
Roger Miller was at home from
Painter, State Horticulturist, for the The total membership of women
Wi
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Hebron on a recent visit.
31 31,
33
35
34
State apple tree pool. Orders for j to date in Knox-Lincoln is 440
J. M. Bartlett while Judge Emery I
Mrs. Cora Sherman of Friendship
trees must be made up in lots of 100
is attending court in Rockland.
3fe
has been guest of Mrs. Eudora Mil
37
3b
4-H Club Notes
• • • •
or more. A group of farmers in a
W
Mrs Nancie Bond had the largest ler.
40
41 41
43
39
Young Musicians Assemble
Among those who attended the
community can pool their orders in | club in the district this year— Jef
State
Teachers
Convention
in
Port

Junior Music Club met Friday night
order to obtain this service. All trees i ferson Cheerio—with a total pro1 44
4b
4b W 47
•
with the teacher Mrs. Ella Watts.,
bought through the pool will be in- ject enrollment of 25. They all ftn- land were Supt. A D Gray, Earle
W
4b
Ten pupils, six mothers and four
50 51
snected by a representative of the ished their club work and won their Spear. Oeorge Carlton. Sumner Han
cock. Miss Carol Stevens. Mrs. Mad
guests were present. This meeting
State Dept., Augusta. Prices and sixth seal of achievement,
w
elyn
Kane,
Mrs.
Carrie
Perry.
Mrs.
W 57 58
5b
was the flrst of the second year of
51 53 54
55
order blanks may be obtained from j
Lillian Boggjs, Miss Grade Yorke.
w
the
club.
Owing
to
illness
one
memj
County Agent Wentworth.
ORFFS CORNER
bo
bi
bl
59
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke Mrs. Walter
ber Joan Baum was absent.
Mrs. Watts expresses her appre-!
Mrs. Cora Boman has returned Kaler, Mrs. Althea Winchenbach.
Dick F-ian. right, u the sheriff—clashes with the villainous head of the
b4
Plans are being made by the county
b5
home
after a visit of several months Mrs. Dorothy Coombs. Miss Agnes cattle-rustlers, played by Harry Woods—in an exciting scene from Warner ciation to the mothers for their help
committee of the Agricultural Con-1
Creamer.
Alfred
Standish,
Mrs.
in keeping the pupils interested in the
1
b7
bb
servation committee for a series of I at the home of her son Arthur Bo Margaret Rowland. Miss Dorothy Bros.’ melodrama of the Old West, “Land Beyond the Law."—adv.
Club and trusts another year will find
eight meetings in the district to dis man in J.’flerson.
them equally concerned for the pros- !
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Jones of Muir and Miss Ida Winchenbach.
cuss the 1938 program and to elect
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Mrs.
S.
H.
Weston.
Mrs.
C.
B.
1
perity
‘of the organization. There will
officers for the coming year. The Lynnfield Center, Mass., were v.eek17-A compass point
55-Fingerless gloves
1-Lesa
dirty
Stahl. Mrs. Austin Winchenbach.
be no meeting in November owing to'
(abbr.)
6-A particular object 57-Parlty
commlttee consists of Robert Oxton. i end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mjror.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, and Mrs.
J the extra work of rehearsing for a ! 11- Howl
20- Constructed
59-Bound
West Rockport, president; Wallace' L. Hutchins.
21- Gain
Henry Crowell were guests Tuesday j
81-Part of a hammer
12- Consume
i playlet now being planned. Club
Spear, North Nobleboro, vlce-presi-1 Miss Eleanor Achorn has been vL, 23-Flutter
14- A stupid person
(pl.)
of Mrs A L. Shorey ln Surry.
i leaders for December are Joseph
“LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN”
62-Suffix, same as ped 25- Most indigent
dent; and Maynard Albee. Alna.fiting friends ln Union for a few
15- Comfort
Ella Rider has been elected presi
i Baum. Jr., and Harold Wiggin.
16- M xture of flour and 53-Feminine suffix (Fr.) 26- Tender
' member. County Agent Wentworth days.
dent of the High School Athletic
28-Proclamation of
64- Steep, as flax
Miss
Marjorie
Wiggin.
club
leader
water
. is acting as secretary. The meetings Mrs. Laura Leonard of Rockland
command
65- Associate Royal
Association. Other offlcers are Lois
18- Not short
for
October
presented
as
program
:
will be held during the last week of has been at Mrs. Lulu Jacksons for
Academy of Music 30-Corners
19- An insect
Hilton, vice president; Priscilla
j Hymuns by Dorothy Baum and Alice
32- 0 rg an of hearing
(abbr.)
November and the first week of a few days’ visit.
20- An automobile
Storer, secretary; Marjorie Colwell,
Bohn, piano solos. Geraldine Jackson.
33- Period of time
22- Combining form. Far 66- la indignant at
December.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Walter of North treasurer. Anthony Abbotini is to be
34- Ocean
37-Height of a man
23- Rapld
Ava Wiggin. Amy Rackliffe. Joseph
35- Shade tree
24- Harvest
Waldoboro were callers last Thurs the boys’ basket ball manager.
I
Baum.
Harold
Wiggin,
Marjcrie
WigNearly 50 poultrymen have re
39- Oblong, shallow dish
23-Aged
Eleanor Miller, the girls’ basketball
day at Albert Elwell’s.
VERTICAL
gin;
piano
duets.
Lucy
Rackliffe
and
40- Set of workers
27-Observe
quested poultry accounts for 1938.
Mrs. Mabelle Porter. Mrs. Flora \ manager and Arthur Hilton the base-1
42- Lairs
’ mother Mrs. Edna Rackliffe; Victoria
29-Decay
Anyone desiring to obtain one of
43- Highest in power
Boardman and Mrs. Lida Creamer Idal' manager.
1- Wrinkled
51- Resisted openly
! Wiggin and mother Mrs. Nellie Wig• these record books should write
45- A flower (pl.)
2A lending
34-Slept
noisily
and Mrs James E. CalderI gin; Alice Baum and Mrs. Watts;
County Agent Wentworth. Rockland, were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Laura
46- Occurrences
3- The Orient
36- Near the stern
wood are receiving congratulations
1 chorus song. Elsie Norton; readings
Leonard in Rockland.
49- End
4- Ex at
37- Dwell
All accounts start Nov. 1.
on their marriage which took place
5- Acta in response
51- Half ems
1
and stories.
33-Rclative (abbr.)
Mrs. James Hall has returned to
53- River in France
6- Apparel
Oct. 23, at the home of the bride's
39-Beautiful
As a closing feature. Mrs. Isabelle
Elmore
after
a
two
weeks
visit
with
54— Confusion
7- Sick
41-Takes away (Law)
Friendship will hold a leader I
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chesley
Jackson
and
Mrs.
Frances
Norton
ap

' meeting on Clothing Accessories and her daughter Mrs. Albert B. Elwell
56- Golf mound
8- Rail-like bird
44- Wild (Scot.)
in East Sumner. Mr. and Mrs. E. B
peared
ln
Hallowe
’
en
costume,
sang
a
9- Sclitary
57- Republic of South
45- Consumed
Mrs. Nellie Bomeman returned
Consider the Slip Nov. 9 at the
Calderwood. Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
America
10-A division of Great
47-A letter
duet and danced a skirt dance. Mrs.
church vestry. Mrs. Olive Noyes and Sunday from Warren where she was Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Castner, 2
58- Hebrew month
Britain
43-A rodent (pi.)
Edna Rackliffe also in character cos
50- River in Scotland
Mrs. Helen Simmons will serve the i guest of Mrs Rebecca S‘*ar
13-Resldue from fire
50-An opening
and Mr and Mrs. John Burgess and
tume accompanied them at the piano
52- Strike gently
16-A dance
52- Boy's name
Square Meal for Health at noon, and j 7116 4'H 0111,5 boys with their lead’ family, relatives of the groom, at
A picnic lunch was served.
Mrs Ruth Prior wtll conduct the er Albert B Elwe11 attended County tended the wedding ceremony.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
I Contest Saturday at the High School
meeting.
[ parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele.
APPLETON RIDGE
Other Clothing Accessories meet-' BuUdin* A
program was pre.
a-sTp
s|l
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons i
“[AlU-Tj
UNION
ings will be held in East Union, Nov. I sented t<5 a large attendance
v
IcIr PIO L c
eir
.
i
I
e
Robert Montgomery, Maude Eburne, Rosalind Russell in
Callers
Sunday
at
Leroy
Moody's
passed
an
evening
recently
with
her
|
Mrs. Georgia Mills attended the
le*pte
TIrTe.' R O 5 E
10 at the Grange hall. Mrs. Winona I The school children were enter
“Live, Love and Learn”
were Mrs. Carl Christoflerson. Mrs. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leander Gross
P~A <T
Brown will have charge of the meet tained at a Hallowe'en party Friday Teachers’ Convention, in Portland.
Raymond Philbrook and two daugh- of North Waldoboro.
Ie: n|i
Mr and Mrs. Nyle Simmons of
ing and Mrs. Lilia Morton and Mrs afternoon by the teacher Miss Lois
Eben Wallace of Dutch Neck has
I ters of Rockland and Mrs. Carrie
M!C|S|
Harklns.
Games
were
enjoyed,
and
,
Worcester,
Mass..
are
passing
this
Amelia Dornan are on the dinner
Placed largely in the colorful at- ing triumph, the settings of "Live. I Man)c of union
DlClE
been ploughing for Harvey Simmons
HO P C
ice cream, cookies and candy were j week at the J. C. Simmons home mosphere of Greenwich Village’s Bo- Love and Learn" are faithful repro
,-n ‘
E
^lIeIn E
lommittee.
i_n
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Nash
and
Miss Lucy T Moody attended the
| and calling on friends, this being hemian art colony "Live. Love and ductions of Greenwich Village. The
Rl I InIg t
TAMED
Simonton. Nov. 12. at the com- served.
children of Kaler's Corner were call
miiBity hall with Mrs. T. W. Spear
A Hallowe’en party for the Sunday Mr. Simmons’ flrst visit here in ten Uarn.. develops a sparkling story of role of ..julle;. Montgomery’s wife. Sta,e Teachers Convention in PortCTjC-RN I TY|
ers
last
Thursday
at
Melvin
Genthland
- Bs E A T 1
in charge of the meeting. Mrs. Sarah Scho°1 under th« direction of Mrs. i years
the married life of a penniless artist is said to offer Rosalind RusseU a
ner’s.
L| I ElRlNlE
and
Mrs.
Lillian
Dunton
Mar
Saret
Hutchins
and
Mrs.
GerI
Miss
Mary
Anderson
was
a
reand
the
girl
wh0
{orsook
wea
ith
and
telling
opportunity
to
display
the
“
Dad
’
’
Taylor
spoke
Wednesday
Marcello and Mrs. Lillian
Irt: c Ip
Jesse Havener of Winthrop and
A
M
trude
Ralph
was
held
at
the
Com'
cent
caller
on
Mrs.
W
C.
Perry.
T'c'cl ERRO
will serve the noon meal.
society to marry him. In abrupt con- talents for which Metro-Goldwyn- r.ight at the Baptist Church.
or [ner: i
Dennis
Mank
of
the
village
were
munity House Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Robert Esancy and children tmt l0 the grlm scenes of „Nlght, May„ a few weefa ago accorded her
S
sfcibiT
The Circle met Tuesday afternoon
• • • •
N Cibl Id EL AN
guests Sunday at Melvin Genthner's.
with 20 children present. Mrs Kath- were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs MuM paU... their mot. recent team. | stardom._adv.
with Adna Pitman.
Burkettville will hold a Raising erine Ludwig had charge of the i John Simmons.
Mrs. Ralph Eugley visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams and
and Preserving Tour and Consider games and a happy afternoon was
I,,.
...
A
.
Thomas
Winchenbach of Dutch Neck
Mr. and Mre. Charles Esancy were
I Miss Etta Gilman of Liberty were
SOUTH WARREN
„
recently.
the Slip^ meeting^ Nov\ 11 at^Mrs. erjoyed cake,
candy, pea- visitors Friday at the home of Mr.
WEST WALDOBORO
LINCOLNVILLE
callers Tuesday at the parsonage.
Curtis' house. Mrs. Nettie Grin nuts and coca were served.
Sidney Hines returned Monday to; Herbert S. Edgecomb. safety en} and Mrs. William Esancy in East
Miss Muriel Robbins is employed
N A Greenley of Boothbay Harbor
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach Mrs.
nell and Mrs. Gladys Linscott are on
Whitefield, N. H.
| gineer of the Maine State Police.
A Farm Bureau meeting was held Union.
in office work at the Kearns Meat (
was dinner guest Monday at M. T. Alton Winchenbach and son James
Mrs.
Harvey
Simmons
made
a
visit
was present last Thursday at the
Wednesday at the Community House
Mr and Mrs. F. X. Roy made a
T. Dickey's.
spent Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Co.. Portland.
Friday at the home of Mrs. Herbert j meeting of Good Will Grange and
with 12 women present. The subject1
Sunday with relatives in LewMiss Julia Brown. Austin Towle
Mrs Ella Staples of Belfast is a Charles Geele and family of Gross
Geele of Dutch Neck.
gave an interesting talk on "High
j “Bread Making' was demonstrated ! “ton.
and McKenzie Williams were recent
visitor
for
a
few
days
at
Mrs.
Carrie
Neck
—
__ ___
...
.
_
.
.
... i Mrs. Charles Eugley was a Rock- way Safety.? He also showed mov
The Junior Cleff Club met recently
by Mrs. Amber Childs, who made
tonsil patients at a Camden hospital. , . ... __..
Hall's.
Miss Ida Winchenbach and Miss
» z- j
,and visitor Friday.
ing pictures relating to the same.
both white and graham bread and at the home of its counsellor. Mrs.
i Mrs. Stanley Meservey of Camden 1
Mrs.
Florence
MacDonald
returned
|
A
gnes
Creamer
attended
the
State
I
Mrs.
Granville
Gross
and
daugh

Robert
McKinley,
with
11
members
several kinds of rolls before an inFrank 8. Morse of Bangor, for
and Fred Barlow of Rehoboth. Mass.,
ter of Dutch Neck called Friday on merly of this place, is at Peter Bent
j terested audience.
present.
Following the business home last Thursday from a short Teachers Convention in Portland,
were guests Sunday at M. M. Brown's.
___________
meeting, this program was presented: visit in Boston.
Mrs. Stanley Vannah and children I Mrs Addie Robbins who is employed relatives and friends here.
Brigham Hospital for observation.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Lewis passed visited Mrs. Edwin Hussey
Mr. and Mrs. William Winchen
last in Union spend the weekend there.
Piano
solos,
"Nearer
My
God
To
K. C. Fales accompanied the mem
There
is
no
finer
w
’
ay
to
remember
bach, Miss Edith Winchenbach and
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Thee," Barbara Creighton; "March the weekend with relatives in Rock Thursday at Winslow's Mills
bers of the Legion Police Saturday
your friends than by sending them
land.
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful
Mrs
Ada
Wellman
of
Dutch
Neck
Mr and Mrs. Frank David Mrs.
I backaches people blame on colds or strains i Christmas cards and tl’ ere aie r.o of the Wee Folk," Harriet Farris;
to Portland.
DEER ISLE
Carl Mathews went Wednesday to
were visitors at the William Gross
J are often caused by tired kidney*— and niay
"Chiri-biri-bln" Nathalie Fossett;
Harold
David and Carrie Wetherell
Mr. and Mrs Levi Bucklin. Mr.
be relieved when treated in the right way.
liner Christinas cards than those
Los
Angeles
after
passing
tlie
sum

home
last
Thursday.
The kid nevs are Nature's chief way of taking
____ ■ _
George Barbour went Saturday to
"Serenade." Jean Lucas; "In the
were visitors Tuesday in Friendship.
and
Mrs. Walter Bucklin and Mrs.
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
5 OUT name, and monogram tOO,
mer at the Pottle Homestead.
Meadow." Betty McKinley; "Ballade."
blood. Most people pass about 3 pints a day or .
Mr and Mrs. Millard Creamer and Boston to join the yacht Camargo.
Leila Lermond motored Saturday to
if
you
choose.
Our
Personalized
Mrs.
Lena
Dickey
and
son.
Curtis,
about 3 pounds of waate.
.
DUTCH NECK
Sylvia Howard is guest of her aunt
Orono. On return they were accom
if the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters Christmas Cards are dignified and Barbara Morton; "Riding with my of North Haven who have been at Ichildren of Dutch Neck
Wed'
don't wrork well, poisonous waste matter stays
i Lady," Virginia Pinkham; "A Mo
Mrs. Vida Sylvester.
nesday
evening
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
have prestige not obtainable in any |
in the blood. Thet>e poisons may start nagging
Mr
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Dickey
’
s
on
a
Miss .Ruth Geele, who is attending panied by Fred Bucklin who spent the
Miss Banghart has closed her
• backaches, rheumatic pains, loss of pep and
George Soule
weekend at his home here.
See our line now. A ment with Chords," Jeanette Steph visit, returned Friday.
j energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiaeea other form.
Gorham
Normal School, v vs weekend
summer home here and returned to
enson; ‘‘Bergerette.’’ Norma Fos
» un ler the eyes, headaches and dixiiness.
Mrs. Rubj- Rettew and daughter
one
dollar
bill
will
buy
from
16
to
50
The
Ladies
’
Auxiliary
meets
today
Miss
Dorothy
Carter
of
Medomak
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
2
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
New Jersey.
are occupying the Bucklin house
■ Pills, u.-ed successfully by millions for over 40
cards, depending on the quality and sett; song. "Juanita," Madeline Far at the home of Mre. Marguerite has
of
Miss
Isabel
Kaler.
Herbert
Geele.
1 years. They give happy relief and will help the
The Walter Scotts and Miss Shir
ris. A short social hour followed the
which has recently undergone ex
Cilley.
15 miles of aidney tubes flush out poisonous design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
Mrs. Irvine Oenthner and children ley Eaton were in Ellsworth Sat'ir.
Mre. Ruby Eugley of Gross Neck tensive repairs and improvements.
program.
waste from the blood. Get Doan's Pills.
Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•
Mr. and Mrs Fred Dickey were were Rockland visitors Friday.
spent a day recently with Mrs. Ruth Mr. Rettew is employed in radio
day on a shopping trip.
business callers Saturday in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant and
Mrs. I^ilph Ward has returned to Winchenbach.
Church of the Nazarene
] work in the U. S Navy and is at presMr. and Mrs. Frederick Gray with son of Camden were guests Sunday
Somerville. N. J.
Sixty-seven were present in the
Mrs. Celeste Winchenbaugh, Miss 1 ent in Alaska.
FLORIDA
Miss Kathryn Barbour of Stoning Ada Winchenbaugh. Richard Fee and
Church School Sunday with an of daughter and son of Augusta were Of Mrs. Lillian Standish and Mr.
Charles Maxey is having a two
in towm Sunday and enjoyed a motor ' and Mrs. Arnold Standish
ton was a guest Friday of Mrs. G. Richard Robie. all of Wollaston, Mass , J weeks vacation from his duties as
fering of $4.42. Birthday candles
trip, iaccompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Walter Kaler visited friends M. Dodge.
were lighted for Herbert E. Mank
were at the Winchenbaugh tiome re manager of the Standard Oil plant in
Melvin Dickey. They made calls on in Portland recently.
Mrs. John S. Hoyt of New York cently to close the property for the Rockland.
and Mrs. J. C. Moody.—$1.17 more for
relatives and friends in Camden,
Miss Addie Geele of Gross Neck city and Darien, Conn., has bought: winter,
foreign missions.
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modem ln every way.
Rockland and Spruce Head.
was
a caller Wednesday at the home recently 25 books entitled “Poems of! Mrs. Harvey Simmons of Gross Neck j NORTLI WA1 DDRClRri
Special songs were given by Mrs.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Miss Marion Young who is a teach of Hudson Eugley.
Coastal New England by Capt. Wal- j visited Wednesday with Mrs. Herbert 1
IM n V
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Mank’s class of Junior Girls.
er in Livermore Falls, passed the
Alton Creamer who has been ill ter E. Scott She is donating ten to 1 Geele.
The Intermediate Boys
Class
Lexton
Mank is seriously ill at his
weekend with Mr. and Mre. Parker is greatly improved.
started Monday after school for the
the Sailors Snug Harbor and one to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson of home.* Dr. Lenfest of Waldoboro is
Young,
she
was
accompanied
by
Jane to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach each of the Seamen’s Institutes on
Booklet
Camden Hills and climbed the trail
Portland spent the weekend with Mr. the attending physician.
Miss Dorothy Searles.
October
I made a visit Sunday in Montvllle.
on
following the arrows. Several stops
the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts. This and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
Florence Smith has employmentThe
concert
and
dance
held
Sat

Application
Hotel
were made for rest. Supper was
makes over 50 of these books which
Paul Creamer has moved his house in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
urday at the Grange hall, sponsored
Maselynn
cooked while the heavens reflected
Mrs. Hoyt has bought.
SOUTH HOPE
onto the new cellar which he recently Scott, Waldoboro.
Stamfora
by the Air Line Club, with Mrs. Cora
Comer
Second
Street
a
glorious
sunset.
Grace
was
said
by
DeL
Co.
Perley Hopkins has been visiting
built.
H. II. Mase
Drinkwater as leader, was a decided |
Miss Ruby Merrifield was a visitor
N. I.
Walter Rich and all remained close
and First A venae
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Jackson
are
the
his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Manager
GROSS
NECK
success, socially and financially.
I last Thursday at the home of Miss
by the camp Are as long as the
parents of a daughter. Ramona Mae, Hopkins at Cooper's Mills for several
Moderate Rates
I Martha Hastings.
frankfurts, bacon and potatoes lasted.
Miss Barbara Genthner has re born Oct. 22 at Memorial Hospital in days.
CONTRAST
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
| Mrs. Sabra Morang and Donald turned home from Waldoboro.
After supper Psalms were repeated
A large company gathered Friday
Damariscotta.
[For The Courier-Gazette|
from memory. In the descent West- 'Tis the world grows old and not the I Morang of Augusta were callers last
Harry Creamer was a Rockland vis
night at the Church of the Nazarene.
heart
Thursday at Fred Merrifield’s. They itor Monday.
ley Best and Carlton Robbins were
to hear Mrs. Lulu Schmelzenbach
OWL'S HEAD
Each hour that we meet and live and
were accompanied home by Miss
guides. When half way down, the
finally part.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
who spent many years in Missoin
the heart of Youth and that of Age Ethel Merrifield who passed the re daughter were visitors Sunday in
trail was lost because the red arrow For
Dr. and Mrs. W. B Adams have Work in Africa, having gone to that,
Beat both at every line on Life's brief
page:
mainder of tlje week with them. Boothbay.
markers could not be seen due to the
returned to Springfield, Mass., after land when by SO years old. She
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cassidy and
Miss Frances Stahl of Broad Cove a week's vacation at their cottage on told of the customs of that region,
darkness. When the party found the To the Young Mav is wine and wonder_
» t___ •__ >«• _
land
land nocomhflr
December,
son, Francis, of Owls Head spent spent the weekend with her grand- Easter Hill.
open they.. ________
werc onii-the
Lincolnville
their darkness and witchcraft, but
Age asks which way It goes—it does not
Friday and Saturday with Mr. and
road, which meant a hike back to the
remember;
Mrs. Rose White has employment what the Gospel has done for those
Youth dreams and ls dreaming yet. Mrs. Albert Heath.
car. All “Buss" Keene needed on the The
who have accepted it. In Africa to
in Rockland for the winter.
Old—they
dream
and
then
forget . . .
Edith Dunbar and Eugene Dunbar
descent
would
have
been
a
toboggan
Leslie Ranney of Montpelier, Vt. day there are 5.000 members of the
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
—Charles Emery attended the masquerade ball Sat
which might have saved his mother
has been guest at the home of Mr. Church of the Nazarene. Mr. SchRATES!
urday in East Union and visited
some
mending.
and Mrs. Charles Pillsbury.
menzenbach and four of their child
Jingle
to Your hotel in 3OSTON
that night at the home of Mr. and
Pastor Rev. J. W. Ames chose as his :
Miss Janice Wotton was taken ill ren are buried in Africa and Mrs.
0ouM,h»-4“-4l»
Mre. W. George Payson.
text at the morning service "Except
suddenly Monday and rushed to Schmenzenbach plans to return to
All «00M| WIT" »AT»
500Roow\S
Misses Evelyn King and Pauline
the
Lord
build
the
house
they
labor
Knox Hospital where her condition spend the remainder of her life in
Spec*! w«»Uy MlA»
Over 9,000,000 Bottles of This
King were dinner guests last Thurs
in vain that build it." Mr. and Mrs.
that land. Rev. Samuel Young, dis
remains serious.
Famous Cough Mixture
day of Miss Ruby Merrifield.
H. E. Mank sang as a special ‘‘The
Wilboul Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed in
Mrs. Jane Dow and daughter Mrs. trict superintendent introduced the
RADIO
Sold in Canada
the Morning Rarin’ lo Go
Mrs. Ella Bowley is visiting her
Rose of Sharon.” The evening serv
SERVIDOR
Maude Lawson and son, Harold, are speaker. Special musical numbers
The liver should pour out two pounds of
Two or three doses of the Famous
daughter,
Mrs. A. J. Simmons in
ice was evangelistic and a powerful liquid
TUB’••SHOWER
visiting Mrs. Lawsons sister Mrs. were rendered during the service.
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
BUCKLEYS MIXTURE in sweetened hot
not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
Winnisquam, N. H.
message was entitled "In answer to a Is
water and sipped slowly just before retir
Arthur Bain.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloata up
usually ensures a restful night’s sleep.
Mrs. Carrie Tolman passed a day ingAsthma-Bronchitis
robbers prayer,” after which the pas your stomach. You get constipated. Your
DON'T GET VP NIGHTS
Miss Mary Bray was home from
sufferers
enioy
a
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
THIS 25c TEST FREE If lt falls. Use
coughless night; you'll sleep sound and
recently with Mrs. Fred Merrifield.
tor and his wife sang a hymn.
Castine
Normal
School
during
sunk and the world looks punk.
Juniper
oil. buchu leaves, etc . made
wake refreshed if you will be just wise
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
into green tablets. Flush the kidneys
AT north station
enough to take 2 or 3 doses before you
There will be a change in the time bowel
Teachers' Convention.
movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
as
you
would
the bowels with castor oil
go to bed.
•a STEP-/c»my»ve TRAIN-teyegc ROOM*
schedule next Sunday. The morning takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Waterproof truck covers and spray
Mrs. George Winslow is improving Help nature drive out waste and ex
BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE is sold by all good
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
druggists—learn for yourself why Buck
acid which can cause the Irritation
sevice will commence at 10 o’clock freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harm hoods made to order. Old covers ley’s out-sells all other Cough and Cold after a serious illness of pleural cess
that wakes you up. causes scanty flow
gentle, yet amazing in making hile flow
and church school at 11.15, all other less,
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock remedies in cold-wintry Canada.
penumonia. Miss Isabel Bain is the burning or backache. Just say Bukets
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver l’ills by
to any druggist Locally at C. H. Moor <Sc
------- , Btubboruly refuse toy thing else. 26«.
CORNER DRUG STORE
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
•
services as usual.
nurse in attendance.
,
c©., Chas. W. Sheldon, Druggist.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

!

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

I

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

To All Who Suffer
From Acute Attacks

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

MANGER

Asthma-Bronchitis

evening service in order that the
members may go' to Rockland.
Albert Hill and Miss Helen ThompHarry Aspey returned Sunday to
son, students at Castine Normal j Boston after passing a week with
school returned Sunday after spend-, jlis mother, Mrs. Annie Aspey.
ing a few days at their homes.
Riley Bradford and daughter. Miss
Mrs. Avis Norwood and Mrs, Helen j Ruth Bradford of Friendship are
Norwood spent Monday in Portland. I passing this week with Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Anderson of Rockland j M. R. Robinson.
Mrs. Mary Clements has closed her
bagged a doe Monday on Rocky Hills
home and is spending the winter with '
—the first to be shot in this town.
Mr. and Mrs Burleigh Mank and her daughter Mrs. Malcolm Brimifamily attended the funeral serv- gion ln Millinocket,
Mrs. Nellie Bomeman is at Orff's ,
ices Sunday in Waldoboro for Lu- I
Corner, Waldoboro, after being
cretia Kaler.
guest of Mrs. Wilbur Spear.
A bath room is being installed at,
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A Welch
the Selden Robinson home.
returned Tuesday from Bangor and
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Every-Other-Day
WARREN

Mrs Newell Eugley and Mrs. Bur- Brewer, having attended the golden
leigh Mank were callers Tuesday a1 adding anniversary of Mr. and
thp home of Mrs. Bertha Castner and ,
b. N. Rowe. They were also
Mrs. Lizzie Levensaler in Waldoboro. present Monday at the funeral servMr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett. (ces for Frank Downs.
who spent the summer at their farm
Mrs. C'temina Luce has returned to
ot Sterling, have returned to the Thomaston after passing several
village.
days with her sister. Mrs. M. R. RobFollowing the stated meeting Fri- inson.
day of Ivy Chapter O.ES., a reThe sermon topic Sunday mornhearsal of the officers will be held 1 ing at the Baptist Church will be
Mrs. Estelle Perry, who spent the "Between Us” with Church school at
summer at "Friendly Home." Spruae noon. In co-operation with the spir
Head Island, has been visiting her itual drive in Knox County, with
niece. Mrs. Frank Rowe and will evangelistic services at the Com-'
pass a short time with friends in munity Building. Rockland by the
Union before going South for the Taylors, and with which all Knox
winter. Her friend. Mrs. Callie A. County Churches are co-operating.
Silck was weekend guest of Mr and members of the Baptist Church wishMrs. Frank D Rowe, and went Sun- j jng to go to Rockland Friday night,
day to Boston.
will be provided with transportation.
The week of Nov. 8 wlil be edu.
cation week in the schools, and par
VINALHAVEN
ents are invited to visit and view
'h? regular work of the pupils. The
teachers of th- elementary schools
M(. gnd Mrs £ Q MafIntosh re.
met Monday after school to plan for ,urncd Mondav frQm Ljncoln wher(>
the coming week, and these dates will {hey
re,atives ,he past week
be visitation days: at the primary
. , _ j
Muss Nathalie Smith
returned
schools. Tuesday morning and Wed__ Monday to Augusta. Enroute she
nesday afternoon: intermediate and,
1 .
°
_
.
„ ___ _
visited friends in Owl s Head.
grammar. Tuesday afternoon and
Wednesday morning; rural schools,' Miss Carolyn Dyer recently enter-,
Tuesday morning and Wednesday : l®hied members of her Sunday School
afternoon with the afternoon les-! c*ass at a Halloween party. The
sons Tuesday morning and morning dining room decorations were in
lessons. Wednesday afternoon. It is keeping with the occasion. Lunch
hoped that parents may visit more was served and games played, folthan one school in an afternoon by Iowed by specialties: Piano solos, by
shortening their calls. Special visi- Edith Roberts; tap dancing Audrey
tation day for the High School will Coombs; solo. Carolyn Dyer; poem,
be announced
i Jean Strachan. Doris Geary won the
Frank D Rowe and Walter Gay Prl» for scrambled word game. Miss
attended the Southern Schoolmen s D>^ was assisted in
b>' MLss!
League Banquet held Monday night Edith Roberts.
at Lincolnville Beach.
Almon Cooper and son Almon who
Edward Leonard shot a spike horn were in town over the weekend to ;
buck Tuesday.
attend the funeral of Horace M.
The Townsend Club. No. 1. will Noyes returned Monday to Rockland,
meet Saturday at 7.30 at the home of
Ladies of the GAR will meet FrlMrs. Helen Hilton to elect a delegate day.
and alternate to attend the Second
Valois commandery. K.T.. will
District Convention to be held Nov work the Rtd Cross and Malta de- 1
11 in Augusta. All members are urged grees Friday.
to be present.
Mrs Mary Brown of North Haven
Mr and Mrs. Frances Odell and W. wfts jn wwn gunday tQ attfnd fu_
E Buber of Augusta were guests neral serv(ces for H y Noyes. Shs
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey was guest of Mrs. Edna Coombs.
Buber.
Mrs. Katherine Coombs who has
The junior class will hold a social
been at the home of her son Emil
Friday night at Glover hall.
Coombs returned Monday to Rock
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith returned
land.
home Monday from Cambridge. Mass
Richard Walker visited Monday in
where she had been guest of her
sister. Miss Lillian Russell since last Rockland.
Mrs. Margaret Kossuth returned to
Thursday.
Eloise Law of Rockland spent the Eoston Monday. She was accompast week with her grandmother, panied to Rockland by Mrs. Willis
Kossuth.
Mrs. Amy Fuller.
Ray Robinson and Miss Eileen
Mrs Etta Noyes and Miss Alice j
Kimball of Newport were recent vis Gould who were guests of Mrs. L. R
itors at Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Rib- Smith the past week, went Monday
inson's.
to Portland.
Mrs. Amy Fuller was recent guest
Misses Marion Vinal and Virginia
of Mr and Mrs. George T. Law in Wood, who were visitors Sunday at
Rockland.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
The sermon subject. Sunday morn- chilles returned Monday to Rock
ing at the Congregational Church iand
will be. “Closed and Open Doors,
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club held
the communion service following. In
a Hallowe'en party at the Red Lion
co-operation with the spiritual drive j
recently with initiation of members
in Knox County, there will be no i
and installation of offlcers. Supper
was enjoyed before the meeting.
. Members initiated in the senior group
Most Women Don’t
were: Muriel Baum. Marion Little
Need Beauty Parlors field and Mary Maker; junior group.
Betty Brown. Astrid Baum, Carolyn
Sallow complexions and pimply skins Alley. Evelyn Hopkins and Jean ’
are often not a matter for cosmetics. Strachan.
The officers installed i
For most skin blemishes are aggra
were: President, Elizabeth Hopkins; ,
vated by constipation.
Constipation can be a serious handi vice president Olive Amiro; secretary.
cap. Mental dullness, early fatigue, Ruth Lyford; treasurer, Corinne
headaches, sleeplessness, mental de
pression, loss of appetite, hyper-acidity Greenleaf, reporter, Dorothy Con
can all be caused by it.
way; cheer leader. Miriam Greenleaf
Keep regular. If more than a day and color bearer, Rebecca Duncan.
goes by, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tab
lets. This famous laxative is the choice Two visitors were present. Virginia j
of millions. It does not shock the intes Wood and Marion Vinal of Rock-:
tinal system. And in addition, it stim land. Oames were played.
ulates the secretion of bile without the
discomfort of drastic or irritatingdrugs.
Get Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets at your
EAST LIBERTY
druggist, j5f, 30c and 60ji.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fish and two ;
daughters of Columbia Falls were re
Vinalhaven & Rockland
cent callers on his sister Mrs. W. L.
Grant.
Steamboat Co.
Elbridge N. Davis, his son Ivan
ROCKLAND
and Lewis Smith are chopping and
hauling cordwood on a lot which Mr.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
Davis bought in Northport.
Service To:
Leslie Hall of Camden and Albert
Wentworth of Lincolnville are in
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT.
Hall's camp on Stevens' Pond for the
SWAN'S ISLAND, AND
week.
FRENCHBORO
Myron Harriman is engaged in
FALL SCHEDULE
plowing for George McLain and do
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
ing other fall work on the farm.
A. M.
P. M.
The Willing Workers of the South
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.13
Montville Baptist Church will hold
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Lv. 3.25
a sale Nov. 12. Supper will be served
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.33
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. S.tO from 6 to 730. and there wlll be an
Read Up
Read Down
entertainment in the evening.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Helen Adams is employed at CheA. M.
P.M. selle Davis'.
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15 Mrs. Harlan Davis who has been
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20
ill at the home of her parents in
111-tf
Thomaston is somewhat improved.

DO AMERICA'S FLIERS APPRECIATE THE
COSTLIER TOBACCOS IN CAMELS ?
OU bet they do! In aviation is one of the most loyal groups of

Y

Camel smokers in the country. For example, the famous trans
continental record holder, Col. Roscoe Turner, smokes Camels. So do
test-pilot Lee Gehlbach, Capt. Frank Hawks, and TWA’s chief pilot,
Hal Snead—to mention only a few. As Col. Turner puts it: "I guess
you’ve noticed that men in aviation are great smokers. And, from
what I see, most fliers share my regard for Camels. They need healthy
nerves. That’s one big reason why so many of us stick to Camels.”

And many millions of Americans—more people than smoke any

other cigarette in the world —give a hearty o-kay to Camels!

WINIFRED CASTLE
works long hours at her
editorial desk-smokes a
lot. She says: “I can
smoke as many Camels
as I please and they
never get on my nerves.”

PETER KILLIAN is a
news photographer. His
slant: “Camels are al
ways with me—especially
at the table. Camels help
my digestion to keep
clicking.”

ED GRAFFE, gym in
structor, says: “Camels
set me right — and that
takes in a lot of angles.
I can smoke all I please
without getting jangled
nerves."

WARREN PIAGET,
crack salesman, drives
50.000 miles-and more
—a year. “I get tired,” he
says. "And I think it’s
swell the way Camels
give me a ‘lift’.”

EDWARD HURLEY,
busy architect, says: "To
my way of thinking, a
man doesn't really know
what honest-to-goodness
natural flavor means un
til he smokes Camels.”

MARIE DRISCOLL,
business girl, speaks for
a good many stenogra
phers when she says:
"Camels have everything
I like a cigarette to
have.”

GENE ENGLISH, ra
dio engineer, notices
what cigarette the stars
like: “Camels seem the
favorite. I smoke Cam
els. They don't make
my throat feel scratchy.”
NEW DOUBLE-FEATURE CAMEL CARAVAN

Two Brest shows — "Jack Oskie Cohere” and
Benny Goodman s “Swing School "—in one fast,
fun-filled hour. On the air every Tuesday night at
9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 rm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T.,
6:30 pm P.S.T.. over WABC-Columbia Network.

THE

CoprrtKbi. IM7. H. J. lleyooida TubaccoCompany. Wuaton-Salem. North Carolina

LARGEST-SELLING
CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

NORTH HAVEN

STONINGTON

Mrs. Margaret Anderson is caring
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Carver were
for Mrs. Annie Annis. who is ill at
vistiors Monday in Rockland.
Miss Virginia Scales returned Sun her home at Green Head.
The Methodist Ladies Aid met re
day by plane from her home in Au
burn and the Teachers' Convention cently at Mrs. Ida Welch's with a
gcod attendance. This week the
in Portland.
Vernon‘L. Beverage was a frequent meeting will be at the home of Mrs.
visitor in Rockland last week Forest Lettie Candage at Tea Hill.
Mrs. Calista Sawyer is keeping
Beverage and Lawrence Beverage ac
house for Mrs. Clara Silver while
companied him
Edith Nickerson returned Sunday she is at Eluehill Hospital for sur
from a visit with her parents in Vi gical treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart McLellan and
nalhaven and the Teachers' Conven
tion in Portland.
Other teachers family passed the weekend at Red
who returned were Miss Nettie Bev stone, N. H.
Melvin Duke, who has been in
erage and Arthur Lawrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beverage who town on a gunning trip, returned Sat
for several weeks have been guests at urday to Medford.
the home of Mrs. Lettie Thurston, re 1 Leonard Fifield is home from New
London.
turned Monday to Attleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leighton and
Francis Lipovsky is occupying his
house on the main road He went three sons of Lubec passed the
Monday to Rockland, having been
drawn for the grand jury.
Mrs, May Carver and son Alvah
were recent guests of her brother
ihe
Frank Waterman and her sister Mrs.
Augustine Whitmore. They returned
Monday to North Conway.
are
Henry Duncan was given a sur
prise birthday party Monday night
by 30 friends, who having met at
Eleanor Thornton's, went in a body to
fast
his home. Mr. Duncan was presented
with a lounging jacket. Candles on
a birthday cake were lighted, con
gratulations extended and "Auld Lang
Syne" was sung Ice cream and cake
were served.

REASON
HEADACHES
RELIEVED so

RAZORVILLE
Trinity Union will hoid its an
nual meeting Sunday at the Chelsea
“Church on the Corner" with services
from 10.30 until 2. Music and able
speakers have been provided. A bas
ket lunch will be served at noon and
a general Invitation is extended.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vanner and
Maud Howard were business visitors
last Thursday in Waldoboro.
Merl Marr is repairing his garage,
assisted by L. P. Jones.
Edith Overlock and Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Prescott attended the all-day
meeting Sunday at the Belgrade
Lakes Union Church.
Mrs. Georgia Bowman made a
day's visit at the Mills recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman and
son, Harold were present Friday
night at the special meeting in North
Waldoboro.
George Northrup and family who
lived in Alberta Leigher's house, have
moved to Windsor.
Miss Augusta Ross of Union
visiting Maud Howard this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Chapman were
Rockland visitors Saturday.
Mrs. Overlock has returned from
Lincoln, R. I., where she visited the J
past ten days.
Mrs. Winnie Merrifield is at Maud
Merrifield's for a few days.

THE REASON BAYER
ASPIRIN WORKS SO FAST

Drop a Bayer Aspirin tablet into a
tumbler of water.
By the time it hits the bottom of the
glass it is disintegrating.
This speed of disintegration enables
genuine BAYER Aspirin tablets to start
"taking hold" of headache and simi
lar pain a few minutes after taking.

All people who suffer occasionally
from headaches ought to know
this way to quick relief.
At thc first sign of such pain,
lake two Bayer Aspirin talilcts
with a half glass of water. Some
times if thc pain is more severe,
another dose is necessary later,
according lo directions.
If headaches keep coming back
we advise you to see your own
physician, lie will look for the
cause in order to correct it.
Thc price now is only 15^ for
twelve tablets or two full dozen
for 25 cents — virtually, only a

cent apiece.

Virtually 1 cent a tablet

weekend with Mrs. Leighton's par-1
CUSHING
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conley.
Jean Weir and Patty Weir have1
The hunting season opened Mon
returned from a visit with their day with many nimrods in the forests,
grandmother at Sunset.
only one deer was tagged at the
Mrs. Alberta Stinson is keeping local station. Fales store, shot by
house for Mrs. James Stinson while Walter Powers.
the latter is in Boston.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey Is visiting at
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Collins have;
the home of her son James Seavey
returned from a visit to Vermont. :
G Howard Noyes attended the1 while her granddaughter. Mrs Leslie
Seavey who lives with her is guest
Bowdoin-Colby football game in1
of relatives in Portland for a few
Brunswick.
weeks.
Leo Conley is quarrying stone fori
Friends of Mr and Mrs. Ferdinand
the foundation of a house for Lewis
Morse
who were married Oct. 21,
Sawyer.
Those who attended the Teachers' gave them an old fashioned serenade
State Convention from here were: Tuesday night.
Mrs. Harry Young has returned
Supt. Alonzo Tuck. Prin. Richard
Howell and Mrs. Howell. Mr. and from Knox Hospital and is able to
Mrs. Hartley Curtis. Miss Edith ride and be about her home.
Chase, Doris Gross. Lena Morey.
Chicken-pox and German measles
Grace Faulkingham. Bernice Dority have been reported but all victims
Zetta Smith. Marie Carmichael, are now recovering.
Dorothy Judkins and Christie Bray
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crute are
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Harding of acting as housekeepers for Barlow
Prospect passed the weekend with Weatherbe who is on vacation.
friends here
Mrs. Rose Robinson is at the home
Mrs. Gertrude Stinson is in Bos
of her daughter Mrs. Everett Davis
ton on business.
for a visit, having completed her
Mrs. Margaret McGuffie and Mrs. j
work at North Haven for a time.
Samuel Rich are in Boston.
Mrs. Olive Seavey is to entertain
the Helpful Club. Friday night at her
MEDOMAK
home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman were
The favorite pastime the past
recent guests of Mrs. Shuman's par-; week has been smelt fishing, at every'
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Fred Maloney creek, and cove.
In Cushing.
Road Commissioner A H. Young
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and two and corps of workers have eliminated
children spent Sunday at the home the boulder in front of the Campbell
of Charles Smith in Washington.
cottage which long had been a men
Mrs Helen Payson of Camden vis ace to traffic as it obscured vision.
ited Sunday with Mrs. M L Shu Its removal, was a vote of the town
at the last election.
man.
Webb Barnes, .* Boston, who ha'
Mrs. Louise Burns and Mrs. Evie
Murchand of Friendship passed Mon-| been guest of his aunt. Mrs. Lucia
day afternoon wiith their sister. Mrs. Goddard has returned to rejoin his
ship, sailing for the City Service.
Verge Prior.
Prof. Karl Wnodcock of Bares Col
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter and
son Hartwell, were Portland visitors lege Lewiston was a visitor here
Sunday. O;i return he was accom
Saturday.
Miss Pauline McLain is visiting her panied by Mrs. Woodcock, who had
been with Mrs Jessie Woodcock for
aunt, in South Hiram.
a
week.
Mrs. Ida Collamore has employ
Mr and Mrs. Phillip Kendall and
ment in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Donald Crute who was at the son George of Topsfield. Mass.. were
home of her brother, Roy Prior, in ncent guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Lindahl.
Round Pond has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morrill have
Mrs. Loie Hagar, Miss Lena Miller.
moved to Muscongus.
Miss Beth Hagar of Rockland and
George Keene who recently spent John Hagar of Pennsylvania were in
a short time at hls home here, has town for a recent call on Mr. and
returned to Haverhill. Mass.
Mrs W. A. Rivers.
Mr. and Mrs. Bemis and daugh
Doctors Kenneth Day and Ruby
ter May. are in Connecticut for the Day with their children David and
winter.
Martha of Harrison were in town
Mrs. Harry Holt who has been vis over the weekend.
iting her parents, has returned to
Mrs. Jessie Woodcock is at the
Berlin. N, H.
home of her brother and sister-inMr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner were law, Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Killeran
recent visitors in Rockland.
for a time.

Clerk; “So you want a teething
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
ring for your baby. What kind, sir?” cf all kinds. Power machir.; stitch
Gentleman: "Have you any that ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
look like a watch?”
ing Co., 16 Willow St.

SOMERVILLE
Miss Lucinda Rich, county agent
for 4-H Clubs was in town last Thurs
day on business
Among the callers Wednesday at
the home of A M. Light was Mrs.
Angela Clifford of Vassalboro.
The Corner School held a Hal

loween sccial Monday at the school
house a large gathering enjoying the
dialogues and songs by the children
who also sold boxes, candy and had
a sawdust pie. They realized 110.61
which will be used for school room
needs.
Frank Hisier was a visitor in town
Monday, the tar crew he was with
having returned to the garage.

ELECTED FOR ECONOMY 6-QUICK STARTING-. by O SOGLOW

X*

O. SO6LOW

BI CHilE ID H l-D CTANE 33>
Bl RICHLUBE ’ssr
DISTRIBUTED BY

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK & UNION STS.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 700

RICHFIELD DEALERS GIVE FRIENDLY, NEIGHBORLY SERVICE
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THOMASTON

ON SALE AT ALL
A&P FOOD STORES

x4

MAINE
PACKED
QUALITY
FOODS

I

“A&P Managers have a definite du'.y to perforra in
promoting the sale of Maine pauked foods.
By
selling foods as near as possible to the source of
supply, it naturally brings dowi the distribution
cost.
We pass this saving on to you. You will
find these Maine packed foods on display at all
our Maine stores this week.”

PURITAN

B&M

BAKED

BEANS

CORN

XVl

WAX BEANS SULTANA
SULTANA “UST
MORNING SUN PEAS

A&P PEAS
A&P STRING BEANS
A&P

CORN

POT
NO 2
2 CANS 25=
NO. 2
2 CANS 27=
2
2 NO
CANS 25=
NO 2
2 CANS 29=
NO 2
CAN 17=
2
. NO.
CAN 21=
NO. 2
2 CANS 23=
CAN 15=
NO W E _
CAN Jt
TALL
CAN 16=
NO.
CAN 19=
NO, 2
CAN 27c

DOMESTIC SARDINES
——

ANkiej

YELLOW EYE,

a

B&.M BE
RED kidney
PINELAND BEANS

and pea

B&M CLAM CHOWDER
B&M CLAMS
2

B&M FISH FLAKES

2

_

J

RUMFORD

ozcan 19c
NO 1
Molasses grandma s can lvc
Rinso 2 pkgs 39c 3 pkgs 25c
Lifebuoy Soap
3 cakes 17c
Bab-O
can 10c
Gelatine
rock 2 pkgs 25c
Dog Food heart 3 cans 25c
Babbitt's

CLEANSER

H-O Oats -

3

CANS

CANS

NO. 2’: - CAN 15c

NBC.

Premium Flakes

Bokar Coffee

maid

Marmalade

PACKAGE

PKG PRESTO CAKE FLOUR FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF 2 PKGS H-0 OATS

ZSC

• I Lfl - B
2 tins 45c

1 LB CELLO- _
PHANE BAG 5C
ANN
2 LB
PAGE
JAR 29c

Stuffed Dates

19c

LS

bulk
WHEAT
>lakes

lbs J--c
2
2 pkgs 15c

10c Ginger Snaps
.. ..

17C

PKG

WMatworth

N. B. C. Cereal

,

15c
15c

CANS

Dill Pickles

2 i> , 23c Sunnyfield

17c

CAN 10c
NO. 2
CANS 25c
NO. 2
C
CANS
NO. 2
c
CANS Ljl

2
2

Rice

25c

CAN

MORNING SUN BEETS 3
MORNING SUN CARROTS 3
MORNING SUN SBEAN? 2

. .

23c

CANS

B&M BROWN BREAD
B&M SPAGHETTI ’W'

ONE-PIE PUMPKIN
ONE-PIE SQUASH

25c
43c

CANS
NO. 'j
CAN
NO 2
CAN

B&M LOBSTER TASTY FRESH
B&M MINCE MEAT

Baking Powder 12

io,

glass

ONE-PIE BLUEBERRIES
_ _ . .

Every-OthebDay

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 4, 1937

••The New Wheat Cereal. Every package
filled with crisp, crunchy Flakes."

Staley's Cube Starch

11c

PKG

PKg 12c
cre*m° Salad ar 15c
LG E
2CAKES
Soap
2 1C

Staley'»Cco*N Starch

French's'

Ivory

Ivory Soap

CAKES

2UC

Camay Soap

3

CAKES

1 9c

Lava Soap

2

CAKES

1 5c

P&C

4 CAKES 17c

NAPTHA SOAP

Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow
Puritan
.

Sandwich Spread 2

jars

PKG

24c

pkgs

29c

GLASS
Beans
POT
PACKERS LGE
3 BOTS
RICE

label
Kellogg's krispies 2 pkgs
Ketchup

PUDDING AND GELATINE DESSERTS
e
.. Except Coffee
«■_
Spark’Q
Flavor
4 PKGS 13C
ANN PAGE

2

PKG

KELLOGGS

KRUMBLES

FOR

lc

TOTAL

25c Cranberry Sauce 2

cans

19c

25
24c

25C

25c

wt j/eqefabCeA

weth

MadNTOSH APPLES

5 lbs 25«

BANANAS

4

LBS

21c

GRAPEFRUIT
LARGE
SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT
MUSHROOMS
CARROTS
RED EMPEROR CRAPES
IGEBERC LETTUCE

4

FOR

25c

5

FOR

25c

MEDIUM

POUND BASKET

2
3

33c

BCHS
LBS

9c

23c

HEAD

5c

In ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

When

a girl wins prizes for her bread
Paul Thompson of Portland was
Ralph Merrill lias closed his sum
Some man is sure to lose his head
weekend guest of Douglas Anderson.
Even Children Know mer home on High street and re
LEMON und white hound dog lost.
ABOUT HER
turned to New York city for the
Mrs. A. H. Buker, who was called to i
Reward. Name on collar.
CHARLES
The
Best
Coal-Listen
WELCH.
Beech Hill, Rockport
winter.
' Rcckland by the death of Mrs. Parks |
_______________________
130-132
t
......
■■■
■
'
■
buker. and visited Mr. and Mrs. W.
Harold Stevenson of Rockland.
POCKETBOOK found on Rockville
be
iude
tbe
ceaf
i J. Robertson, for several- days, re- .
Mass., is in town, called by the illness
road. May have same by proving prop
erty and paying for ad. KIRAM ROB
yen
ii ce&tei/ and death of his mother. Mrs. A. B.
turned Tuesday to the home of a
BINS. Rockport.
1311*133
daughter. Miss Genevieve Buker, in
Stevenson.
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss of
Boston.
deposit book numbered 33299 and thc
Miss Mary Reed has returned to
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
Mrs William Anderson entertained
Philadelphia after spending the sum-,
accordance with the provision of the
State Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
at a beano party Monday night, her
mer here.
BANK. by EDWARD J. HELLIER.
guests being Mrs. Galon Dow. Mrs
Treasurer. Rockland. Maine. Oct
19.
Alton Dunbar of Rochester. N. H..
1991.
125'Th-131
Edward Grlndell Mrs. Toivo Hakala.
is in town for a week.
Mrs. Kerman Johnson. Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Knight have i
Stone and Mrs. Ames Johnson of;
gone to Daytona Beach, Fla., where
Rcckland. Mrs. Arnold Lane of Cush
they will spend the winter.
ing. and Mrs Bernard Robinson.
THE "BALANCED" FLOUR—MAKES GOOD BAKING BETTER
Harry Clark has moved to his new
Refreshments were served.
USED rifles and shot guns bought and
barber shop on Main street, recently !
sold R E NUTT. 436 Main St.. Rock
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray enter
vacated by the Sandwich Shop.
land. Tel. 259-R._________________132-134
GLEN COVE
tained at a venison dinner Sunday.1
Ir Everybody’s Column
MALE, INSTRUCTION. Reliable men to
Georg? Wasgatt and family have ; Capt. Roscoe Eaton and son. Carl,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Dornan. i
take up Air Conditioning and Electric
moved from Mountain street to the I have been home from New Yoik for eXcee'drthree*?lnesninaerted>1once for 25 refrigeration. Prefer men now employed
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young. Mr. and
Mary Curtis house on Elm street.
j a few days. Capt. Eaton took an oil cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addl and mechanically Inclined, with fair
Mrs. Orvel Williams and Mr. and
tlonol lines
lirsaa flirxx
tional
flve oonFu
cents onolv
each for nno
one tin?,
time education and willing to train spare time
Mrs Willis Harville entertained supply boat to Portland for the Gulf 10 cents for three times. Six small Words to become experts ln Installation and
Mrs. Cscar H. Crie.
service work as well as planning esti
"That’s the kind Daddy orders
the Methodist Society Wednesday Oil Co., and will take one to Florida to a line.
mating. etc. Write giving age. present
Miss Margaret Thorton is having
to keep us nice and warm"
occupation
UTILITIES INST., care
<
afternoon at her home on Harden cn his return to New York.
ft
'
Thc
Courler-Oazette.
131-133
a two weeks’ vacation from her
• Anthracite is by far thr best home
David Burns is in Boston. Mrs. I
avenue.
duties in the office of Black & Gay
GIRL. 20. desires housekeeping position
furl-unequalled for clean, even,
The Farm Bureau meets for an! Burns visiting in Stillwater mean I
and care of children. 36 KNOX ST.
healthful heat! h's the fuel your
Canners.
Thomaston.
132-134
while.
furnace was designed for. So always
all-day
session
today
at
Megunticook
44 ♦*
1 Mrs. Ralph S Keyes spent the I hum anthracite. And to insure get
Neil
Shibles
has
been
home
from
A
GOOD
Spiritual
Reading.
25c
and
CAPABLE
housekeeper.
experenced
Grange hall. The subjects to be
stamp.
You
may
ask
questions practical nurse, refined type. Would like
weekend in Augusta with Mr. and
ting good, pure Pennsylvania Anthrafor a few days.
GEORGE JONES Dlxmont Me 132-134 work
Excellent references given 21
discussed
('Christmas
Suggss- I! Waterville
cite—carefully prepared and labora
tions" andere•'Clothing
Accessories."
WUder Moore of Warren 15 engaged
Mrs. Winfield Garside.
139*1->7
YARNS for Ruga and Hand Knitting A PEARL STREET, Belfast
tory leafed-ask for 'blue coal’. Its
PATIENTS cared for at tvesv
in painting and Thomas Anderson of at bargains. Samples and kitting diThe Fathfinder's of the Federated
distinctive Blue color is your guar
Dinner will be in charge of Mrs
tections free. H. A. BARTLETT. Har- Convalescent Home. 105 Limerock St.,
antee of better heat at lowest cost,
Church meet m the Methodist vestry
129-140 Tel 1293. EVA AMES
132-134
Martha Gross and Mrs. Ralph Young. Rockland in carpenter work on Mrs. meny. Me
'blue coal' comes in six domestic
next Sunday at 2:30 o'clock.
FINISH making cider for public Fri
Mary Hall's tenements.
KITTENS wanted at once. Tel 588-M.
sixes. Order a supply today.
Congregational Society met at the
Nov 12 Hustle In your apples Ill PLEASANT ST Rush.________ 130-132
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller and day.
Miss Helen Vannah of Waldoboro
SIMONTON. Rockville.
132-134
parish house yesterday afternoon.
GENTLEMAN lodger wanted In home
children Alice and Joyce, have been
spent the weekend with Mr. and
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to with complete mxiern conveniences.
ROCKLAND FUEL
The annual supper for the Parish will
visiting relatives in Pawtucket. R. I. let for the season. Phone ua. Rockland Address •LODGER.” care of The Cou
Mrs. Clinton Kelly.
rier-Gazette
131*tf
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
be served tonight at 6.30 o'clock.
COMPANY
131-tf
Mrs. Czora Turner was pleasantly
TWO comfortably furnished apart
The fall meeting of the St. Thomas
private
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano ments wanted—heated, with
Phone 72
WHITE HFAD
surprised when a group of friends
accordion lessons at your home. It. bath for the month of October ln
Guild was opened Wednesday with a
First
Assistant
Lightkcepcr
Frank
Roc
kland
or
vicinity.
Apply
500
MAIN
C
A
LUNDELL,
Friendship.
131-tf
gathered at her home Monday night
covered dish luncheon at 1 o'clock.
STREET or phone 126
132-133
Alley and Mrs. Alley have been called
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
to help her celebrate her birthday
BOARDERS
wanted.
Quiet
warm
Mrs W. O. Hall and Mr. and Mrs. home to Jonespcrt bv the serious ill- , clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and deanniversary. Prize-winners at cards
liver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23 Ames- rooms, good board Reasonable price.
THE LITTLE GUEST HOUSE. 16 Glea
Jcseph
PencLeton
of
Dark
Harbor
ness
of
Mr.
Beal,
who
is
Mrs.
Alley's
|
bury
St..
Rockland.
Tel.
958-J.
131-tf
were, in the order named Mrs. Vesta
son St., Thomaston. Tel. 186-11.
America's Finest Anthracite
were in town yesterday.
father.
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
131*136
Stewart. Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Belle
IMF $pUP FUCL
SOUP COMFORT
„
_ work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
Mrs.
Evie
Curtis
and
Mrs.
Cora
F. O. Hilt, keeper of Portland Head cjrw Tel 8533
131-tf
Aylward. and the guest of honor also
w—
LADIES—Reliable hair goods st Row
received many flne gifts. Other Every Sunday At 4 P. M. SUtlon WCSH Ordway are making their winter 1 Light, spent last Thursday with
home in St. Petersburg. Fla.
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal at the land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall old ers
guests were Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker
'"
doilclted H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Miss Emma Norton is very ill at Light,
131-tf
Mrs. Edith Mahoney. Mrs. Betty Get-------------------------------------------------.
<
chell and Ruth Peterson, or Rock- have been occupying their cottage at Community Hospital, following a ' Miss Eleanor Beal visited Miss
j Helen Rogers in Rockland several, 48-hcur liberty Monday at his home SEVEN-ROOM house and garage for
land. Mrs. Iola Bourne and daughter Hathorne's Point, removed Tuesday second major operation.
sale. In good repair. BENJAMIN KNOWLPershing
Hendrick
was
a
lucky
1 days recently,
in Spruce Head village.
TON. 54 Brewster St . City.
132-134
to
the
home
of
Mrs.
Ozora
Turner,
Miss Frances Bourne.
gunner
this
week
bringing
down
a
|
Commander
A.
B.
Lincoln
of
the
Stanley Simmons of Spruce Head is MILL WOOD lor sale 41 per cord while
*
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Lane of Cush for the winter.
I First District Coast Guard recently lobstering with C. H. Hall of Rack- ' It lasts, at the mill. H A. HART 132-134
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Elias Kangas and
William W. Gilchrest Is confined buck near Hosmer Pond.
• • • •
visited the local station on Inspection fiff island
Mr. and Mrs. Waino Kangas and son.! ta his heme by illness.
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant's
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
Mrs. Minnie M. Stevenson
, Mr. Stuckert. government electri------------------Larry, recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Edward CBurge&s goes tomorrow to
fine condttton. lights, bath, living spring
Minnie Mabel, wife of Alfred B clan of Portland, has been employed
TENANT’S HARBOR
ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Walter Kangas. in West Paris.
Cocoa. Fla., for a winter s visit with
attractive
GRANVILLE BACH
James Paterson attended the foot- Price
Mrs. Stanley R. Cushing, spent the his daughter Mrs. Norman L. Wolf. Stevenson, died at her home. 49 Park two dajs here and at Two Bush
ELDER. Tel. 16-12. Tenant's Harbor.
■
■
1 ball game Saturday in Brunswick.
I __________
131-tf
Wednesday,
after an illness of I ’L’-Shtweekend at her cottage at Ingra Mr Wolf and grandson-namesake street, —
Alton Brown. MM. first class of
E. O B. Studley is having his CIDER PRESS for sale, also butter
two week:
ham's Hill, having as guest. Mrs. “Ned."
I churn, parlor stove, grocery wagon TEL.
Bessie Maddocks of Rockland.
Mrs. Stevenson was born in East the Coast Guard, has reported for house shingled by Forrest Wall.
! 709-R.____________________________132-134
duty
after
ten
days'
furlough.
William Pratt, Jr., has completed 12-GAUGE Winchester repeating shot
Union. March 12. ’873. daughter of
Mrs. N. F. Andrews was hostess to
First Class Show Promised
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the his birbering business at The Thorn- gun for sale, flne condition. TEL. 277-W.
the Baptist Woman's Mission Circle
Benjamin T. ate' Elvira (Payson)
_ _______________________________ 131-133
"The T. H. S. Raido Minstrels"
Gcuid. She was married to Alfred lighthouse have been visiting In ' dike Hotel ln Rockland.
Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. H. S. KilALL RAIL D & H. Cone cleaned an
will be presented in Watts hall, Fri
Mr. and Mrs. AUen Conary mo- thracite coal, coke and wood. W F
Stevenson. Afg. 70. 1898. A few Jonesport several days.
bem was the leader using as subject.
TIBBETTS. Tel. 675-W.__________ 131-133
day at 8:15 o'clock, for the benefit
Mrs. Frank Alley and chUdrcn of tored recently to Randolph for a
years of their married life were spent
"Christian World Facts" and also
DRINK sauerkraut Juice for your
of the Athletic Association and
Rockland
who
were
with
Mr.
Alley
short
vacation.
’
health
and beauty. 15c quart or 50c
in Rockland, but for the past 29
read a paper cn "What Women Can
gallon, at my house EDWIN A. DEAN.
senior class of the High School.
i years they had made their home here. at the lighthuse during the Teachers'
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Leroy Smalley and Rockland. Tel 671-W____________130-132
Ba For World Peace" which was fol
The show is being coached by
to son William were weekend visitors in
Besides her husband. Mrs. Steven- Convention, returned Sunday
lowed by a general discussion. Dur
WOOD rang? for sale. $5; good conStanley R. Cushing, and Ruth E. • sor. >aves two sons. Harold D. Ste Rockland.
dltion
16 BROAD ST
_____ 131-133
town.
ing a social hour refreshments were
Sanborn, of Rockland, musical dlrec- venson of Rockland, Mass., and A
CARROTS and turnips lor sale
D.
Mrs. Helen Stevens of the Light.
Eureka Lodge will hold inspection HESSELGREN.
served. Those who attended were
Union. Me
131-133
Mrs Herbert Newbert. Mrs. Truman lor of public schools- u actin8 “(Burton Stevenson. Jr., of Camden. ‘ after
rtays’ sta.v at Rest Ha-'ianlght.
BUICK COUPE for sale or trade for
accompanist.
(One daughter, Mrs. Clarence Thomas ven in Rockland, went to Westbrook
About 35 attended the Sewing cir- wood lot. 146 MAIN ST. Thomaston.
Sawyer. Mrs. Albert D. Davis. Mrs
131-133
The cast includes Russell Young, as j of Camden; three grandchildren; ' as ?uest of her sister, Mrs. L. O cle held Tuesday in the church vesErnest Montgomery. Mrs. Henry B
FOUR-YEAR old heller for sale. Gro
in
erlocutor:
Earl
Maxey,
Jr..
Robert
onp
t,
rot
(.
ier
Dudley
Gould,
who
for
Goff
The
y
visited
Mrs.
A.
J.
Beal
rei
try
and
at
the
close
of
work,
partook
cery wagon, nearly new; one wheel trail
Shaw. Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson. Mrs.
er. never used Wlll sell cheap A. H.
Kalloch. Bernard Young. Lewis Tab- the last lew months has been a mem- , cently.
cf supper.
William Newbert. Mrs. Lucy Sillery.
ROBINSON. 12 Wadsworth St., Thom
butt. Arthur Budklin and Arthur ber of her household; and a sister, ' Spruce Lodge on Rackliff Island
aston.
130-132
Miss Edna Hilt and Miss Eliza Whit
Upham, as end men; with Charles Mrs. Mary B Simmons of Rockland. , !ias
1930 CHEVROLET l'i ton truck for
so!d t0 Rockland persons
ney.
sale
Wlll
trade
lor
car
CHRIS
NIEL-Bell Charles Grover. Howard Miller. |I As a member of the First Congre- and wU1 ** moved across the harbor
SON. Ea.-t Friendship
130-132
James Dana and his brother. John
Maynard Linscott, Howard Anderson gational Church. Mrs. Stevenson was ;t0 Spruce Head Island where several
CABINET Stove lor sale. 45 Inches high
Dana, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
art|d 22 Inches square. An excellent heatan active and earnest worker, and the cottages are ln process of construe
Earl F. Woodcock, during the
er. Zinc l.ase. coal hod. 2 galvanlzed ush
Nelme. Donald Smith. Raymond ' llght of her beautlful falth Uiumined tion. Charles Howard of Massa
barrels, 2 coal shovels. Glenwood Gas
absence of their parents. Mr. and
Range No K-916-B 3 -burners. En-’
Robinson. Douglas Merrill. Coridan
on]y hfr Qwn ufe but
M chusetts has been guest at the Lodge
quire E. K. GOULD. 375 Main Et. Tel.
Harold F Dana
922
128-tf
Capt. Enos Verge, who has been ’ 3mS' A!bert Kariula' Richard an
and inspiration to all this week.
perfect blending for HO
EMALL wood lot for sale, near the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clement
i
M
°°
re
and
E
’
el
‘
^^"8
1
wh
o
were
privileged
to
know
her
Walter
Church,
surfman
who
ar

visiting
main road. MRS GRACE COLBURN.
yen- They cost no more
up the circle.
! Thomaston. Tel. Rockland.
263-21
The sympathy of a sorrowing com rived at the station recently, has left
Compare them with other
Moody, for ten days, left yesterday
One of the specialities of this pep munity goes to her family.
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
spices.
Or
accept
our
honored
the
service
and
returned
to
his
home
for Norfolk. Va.. to rejoin the yacht.
anywhere In Knox County. J. B. PAULpy show will be a tap dancing act by
-word and atk.
, for.
SKN. Tel Thomaston 62
124-tf
Funeral services will be held at her in Rockport. Mass.
Firenze.
Alfred P Chapman. Jr., well known home on Park street Friday at 2
PAPER FRESS, for sale, for baling old
Schooner Annie & Reuben, loaded
General Knox Chapter, D. A. R.
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
lccal entertainer. The finale will be o'clock. Rev. Winfield Witham of with stone, has been anchored in
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
met Monday night at the home of
a one-act skit entitled "In Judge ficiating. Mrs. Stevenson had many the harbor for a few days owing to
Mrs. Ruth R. Brackett. Each mem
&
sSi
RCussims Court" and this cast con friends in East Union and vicinity heavy gales and rough seas. She is
ber responded to the roll call on the
sists of Lewis Tabbut. as Judge Cus- and a committal service will be held bound from Stonington to Boston.
subject of "What The D. A. R. has
♦
booklet, on roquovt, “Story ol Spicot"
Ernest Harman, surfman, passed B-ALtlAPE co. 144 STATt ST. BOSTON. MASS.
Meant To Me." There was a gen sim; Earl Maxey, Jr., Graphite; ; at the femetery in East Union.
Arthur
Bucklin.
Cyclone;
Raymond
officers
of
the
Grand
Lodge
Officers of the Grand Lodge of
eral discussion on the work of the
SEVEN-ROOM house to let at In
Robinson. Homing; Maynard Lin Maine. Eastern Star who attended
State D. A. R. The December meet
graham Hill, garage MARTIN LEONARD
scott, Celloid; Arthur Upham. Leg- the funeral of Mrs. Emma C. Dickens
Owl's Head. Tel 1162-R
132*134
ing will be held at the home of Mrs.
, horn; Frederick Elwell, Rockett; were Mrs. Lyle Woodard, worthy
BOARD and clean, warm room to let
Lilia B. Elliot
hot water. $7 per week
THE ELM
it
„
,,,....
. .
Bernard Young. Hopeless; Douglas grand matron of Greenville. HartWOOD. Tel. Thomaston 8
132-134
Joseph Bradlee. William Anderson .....
. ,,,
8
.
...
..
Mills. Diet; Howard Miller. Ham.
FOUR-ROOM furnished apartment to
1 ley Stewart, grand patron of Houl
and Willis Thompson are spending
let at 17 Grove St. Apply at 60 BEECH
ton, Mrs. Sadie B. Grover, assistant
the week in Machias while hunting.
St.
111-tf
ROCKPORT
grand
matron
of
York
Village.
Miss
ROOM to let, heat. bath, man pre
Mrs. Matti Saari of Waldoboro is
I
ferred. reasonable ANNA P. FOLEY 7
Mabel DeShon. grand secretary of
visiting her daughter. Mrs. William
_.
„
Masonic St . Tel. 1185-R
132-134
Ghosts walked and hobgoblins Portland. Mrs. Hubbard, past grand
Anderson.
COZY furnished house to let. all mod
gobbled at the Hallowe'en party en matron of Waterville. Mrs. Sarah A
ern. hot water heat, at 5 UNION ST
Mrs. Oliver Hahn went Tuesday i
132*134
joyed by the members of the Trito- Shaw, past grand matron of Bath,
to Bcston and will also visit relatives
HEATED lower floor 6-room tene
help Club Monday night at the Bap- Mrs. LueUe VLPendleton' ’past grand
ment to let.
All furnished, excep
in Winchester and Cambridge during
tionally good Garage. L. W. BENNER.
SMALL LEAN TENDER—RIB OK LOIN END
several days' stay. She was accom- j list vestr>'. All were in costume. The | matron of Islesboro; and the follow
Tel. 99S-J. City._________________ 130*132
candle lighted room was effectively ing out-of-town relatives
and
panied by Mrs. Frank Hallowell of
APARTMENT to let Kitchen, bedroom,
decorated with Hallowe'en motifs, a friends: Charles Tobin cf Medford.
pantry, shed. $3 50 week. TEL 588-M for
Rockland.
Information.
130-132
skeleton guarding the door. Games Mass., Mrs. Robert K. Remington
Dr. Albert P Heald died Tuesday.
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
appropriate to the occasion were of New Bedford, Mass.. Miss M. E.
CENTER
CUT
,
HOME
MADE
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Nov. 2. In his 77th year. Private serv
Main Sc Park Sts.________________ 127-tf
played and refreshments served. Mrs. Jones of Allston, Mass., Mrs. F. H.
ices will be Its’d |Friday from the resi
LOWER tenement on Main street to
dence. Friends are invited to call Ance Marston and Mrs. Mildred Biclcford of Qreat Neck. Long Island.
i let. No. 686. Tel. 273-W. J. H. MELVIN,
Easton served as decorating commit New York and Camden. Mrs. Harry
i 21 Gay St.._______________________ 128-tf
today. Thursday. It ls kindly asked
LEAN SMALL—4 TO 6 LB. AVE.
tee.
SOME large, and some small tenements
Holt of Brookline. Mass, and Cam
that no Cowers be sent.
to let. reasonable prices. C. M BLAKE. 8
wall paper store. Tel. 662
131-tf
den, Mrs. Walter O. Hall of Isles
There must be patrons of the Pub
MODERN heated room to let. fur
lic Library who would like seeing
Sweeten it with Domino' boro, Dr. Lewis Tewksbury of Ston
nished; 2 minutes from post office. 28
ington. Frank W?bb of Bridgton,
new bocks added this year but who
MASONIC ST. Tel. 1177-J.______131*133
FRESH KILLED—DRESSED TO ORDER
pure cane-clean-full weight Rev. Mr. Doughty of Scarboro and
UPSTAIR apartment to let. 5 rooms;
are not members of the Half Hour
heated, bath 36 PLEASANT ST. Tel.
Mrs. Isaiah Webb of Portland.
Reading Club. Any book lover is Refined in U.S.A.
902-W.
131-tf
ibiii
Capt. Lane Thorndike. 93. died late
welcome. Tha annual meeting will be
Furnished apartment to let. at 25
North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
SPRING
held Nov. 9 at the home of the presi
Main St., Tel. 77,__________
126*128-tf
^OHUO-Q his daughter, Mrs. P. G. Willey. High
dent. Mrs. Donald P. George. New
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms with hath.
12 KNOX ST.. City. Tel. 15*-W
128-tf
street. Funeral services will be held
members may register with Miss Ella
I Cane 6ugap
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. at
Saturday from the residence at 3
Gilchrest at thc Library.
Lafayette Square, heated. 44 per week;
RIB
o'clock.
SPRING
also 5-room rent on Trinity St. MEN'S
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot and
Jra
nulat
P
d
■uranulate/l
SHOP,
corner Main & Park Sts.
127-tf
Albert Alley and Mabel Esancy of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Dana went
Lamb
Fores,
lb
17c
ONE heated apartment to let furnished,
;b
Union were supper guests Sunday of
yesterday to Boston where they are
also one unheated apartment
Apply
FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St., or V F.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Hastings.
spending a few days while attending
Expert Radio Repair
STUDLEY.
283
Main
St..
Tels.
1154
or
NATIVE
NATIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson,
the New England Bankers' Conven
330.____________________ _ ________ 128-tf
All makes radio receivers
Beatrice Johnson and Wendall Den
TWO HOUSES to let, $15 and $18. with
tion
Work Guaranteed
Veal Steak, lb 29c Veal Chops, lb 25c
Improvements. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
Tubes Tested Free
nison enjoyed a lobster supper Fri
The annual inspection of Mayflow
USA125-tf
MAINE MUSIC CO.
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
er Temple. Pythian Sisters will be
COZY, furnished five-room house, to
Member
of
Radio
Mfgrs.
Service
let.
on
Spruce
Head
Island,
suitable
for
Aubrey Pease in Hope.
held Friday, at 8 o'clock with Mrs.
«
124-tf
summer cottage or year-round dwelling;
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Swazey have
Florence Newton. Grand Chief of
rent very reasonable. TEL Rockland
79^-W after 4 pm.
108-tf
CAPE COD
moved to Rockland.
Maine as the inspecting officer. Sup
'VRNISHED 4-room heated apart
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Hastings
were
per will be served at 6 o'clock. Those
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
WE BUY
FROST, Tel 318-W.
131-tf
callers Friday evening at the home of
not solicited please take sweets.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hastings. South
Mr. and Mrs. George Bragon and
AND SILVER
SLICED
NATIVE SLICED
Hope.
son. James, of North Haven, were re
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Hunt
(Grace
cent guests of her parents, Mr. and
Bacon,
lb 29c Beef Liver,
lb 21c
JEWELER
Parsons) have moved to thelr new
Mrs. William W. Gilchrest.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
home in Lincolnville.
Mr. Gilchrest and family, who ---------.
I I. ' | '
I
■ .

LOST AND FOUND

PILLSBURY'S BEST

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

‘blue coal’

FOR SALE

rtt££

TO LET

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

Telephone

993

Driver

WEEK-END SPECIALS

ROASTING PORK

..

Pork Ctaops, lb 31c | Sausage,

Ib 26c

lb 27c

SMOKED SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 26c

NATIVE FOWL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 31c

Here we are ip. the first week of November. Only

eight weeks to Christmas., Just think of it.

Mean-

w'hile we have lots of heavy clothing we want to see
moving. You need it and we need the room. Come
in and let us show you.

MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS

......................... $3.75, $5.00
$2.98
$6.00. S7.59. SO.OU
... S7.50. $10.00. $12 5')
Ml V- HOODED SKI (OATS
........ ............ $6.75, S7.50, $7.75
BOVS' MACKINAWS
..................... . $5.00. M mi
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL PANTS
$3.50, S4.50. $5.00
MEN S DRESS PANTS
......... -............... $3.75, 54-50
$1.50, S1.98. $2.59, $3.0(1
BOVS' CORDUROY PANTS
BOVS' KNKKEKS
S1.00. $1 50. $1.98
SI 98, S2.98. $5.00
MEN'S HEAVY WOOL SWEATEES
WHITE WOOL SWEATERS FOR BOYS OR GIRLS—Heavy
<icw necks
.
................................... ..................... . $3.00, $5.39
BOYS* ZIPPBB JACKETS
MEN’S M V KINAW8
MEN’S HUNTING (O ATS

.................... .............................

STOCKINGS AND GLOVES OF ALL KINDS AN!)
DESCRIPTIONS—AT ALL PRICES

WILLIS AYER

LAME LE' :S.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 25c

Lamb Che

25c

SAUER KRAUT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lbs 23c

OLD

GOLD

CRANBERRIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 qts 19c

RFADTHEADS

4

Every-Other-Day

Page Seven
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The Itooevik Club

■

OClETY

■
I

Get the world’s good news daily through

a

The Christian Science Monitor

■
a
a
a
a
a
■
■

Mrs. Maude Blodgett Elected

An International Daily Newspaper

President — Much Work

Published by

Has Been Done

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY
One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts

Itcoevik Club held an annual meet
ing at thc heme of Mrs. Nellie Peter
a
z
son, Tuesday afternoon. The election
■
of officers resulted thus; President
■
I
Mrs Maude Blodgett; vice president,
a
■
■
Mrs Evelyn Cro-kett; secretary. Mrs.
•
497 MAIN ST. THE BICKNELL ROCKLAND
a
132*135
Doris Bowley; treasurer, Mrs. Nettie
Perry. Committees appointed were:
Picnic and transportation, Mrs. BowIcy, Mrs. Blodgett. Mrs. Katharyn St.
Mrs. Kathleen Fuller will be chair-1
ROCKPORT
man of the Rubinstein Club meet
Clair and Mrs. Gertrude Boody; callYOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
The Garden Club will present a I lng ccmmlttce Mrs Bes:le Benner,
ing to be held Friday night at the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Alden have j universalist vestry, having as her program of unusual interest Tuesday | r
i Mrs. Bowley; benevolent and consultreturned from a visit with relatives eubject "The
Winter or summer The CourierCarolinas,
Negro night when It will entertain as spe
lr.g committee, president. Mrs. Blod
ln
Searsport
Gazette Is always glad to have
Themes." These members will take cial guests the members of the
part ln the program: Piano duo, Na-! Twentieth Century Club and their gett, vice president, Mrs, Crockett:
items which concern arrivals and
departures of people, the social
George W. Hall and sister, Miss thalie Snow and Frances NfcLoon husbands at the home of Miss Marion work committee. Mrs. Ann Butler and
gatherings, engagement announce Cora E. Hell, left Tuesday for Safety piano solo Edna Rollins; vocal. Hazel Weidman. F. A. Winslow of Thc Cou- Mrs. Nellie Peterson; committee on
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele Harbor. Fla., where they will spend Eaton, Bernice Wolcott, Lydia Storer j rier-Gazette will be guest speaker parties, Mrs. Clara Thurston, Mrs.
the winter.
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
Hazel Atwood and Eva Greene; trio.' and will give a talk based on the Blodgett. Mrs. Crockett, Mrs. Perry.
Warren C, Noyes, 873-R, or directly
Katherine Veazie, Adelaide Lowe. | highlights of 16.000 miles of travel, | j^rs orace Britt. Mrs. Grace Veazie
to this office.
Browne Club will meet with Mrs. Nettie Frost; group. Mildred Havener.! using as his subject "Knights of and Mrs. Leola Ncyes; chairman of
Margaret Simmons. Lorna Pendle- the Road," a talk which will be of Christmas Seals. Mrs. Katharyn St.
Bert Oregory. Glen Cove tonight.
ton, Grace Strout, Vivian Hewett, interest to both Clubs. The meeting Clair.
Mrs. Arthur Doherty was hostess
Mrs. Lloyd Jameson and Mrs. Viva Mary Lawry. Lydia Storer, Muriel i is called for 8 o'clock.
The annual report for the year 1938to Tuesday Night Bridge Club this
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S.. met 37 given by the retiring secretary.
week at a luncheon and mystery Kalloch were dinner guests Wednes- Crie and Marjorie Glidden.
Tuesday night at which time arrange Mrs. Thurston, showed 14 regular and
bridge. The guests went through a day of Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
maze of "spider webs,” each member
-------Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick entertained ments were completed for the an- three special meetings. A delightful
' nual inspection Nov. 20 with W.G.M.. party held at Hotel Rcckland Dec. 8.
finding a gift at the end of the game. I Members of the Tuesday Night Thimble Club Monday night.
Lyle Woodward of Greenville as celebrating the club's tenth birthday,
Bridge Club met at the home of Mrs.
inspecting officer. Rosewood Chap an enjoyable Christmas party at the
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Bowley are in Ronald Messer Warren, a 7 o'clock
T.H.E. Club met Monday night
Boston called by the death of Mr. luncheon preceding cards. Honors with Mrs. Fred T. Veazie. Mrs. E. C. ter of Searsmont and Ivy Chapter home of Mrs. Butler, which included
Bowley's father Oliver W. Bowley. went to Mrs. Herbert Kalloch. Mrs. Boody and Mrs. Edward Gonia were of Warren will be special guests. At gifts a tree and luncheon. The sumthe next meeting Nov. 16 a picnic mer activitie. for the most part, soGuy Douglas and Mrs. Lyford Ames.
high line.
supper
will be served at 6.30 with I cially, with a dinner party at Beach
The Monday Niters met with Mrs.
Mrs. Orra Bums and Mrs. Lorena ' Inn. and picnics held at the cottages
Mrs. Lorna Pendleton will be hosLawrence Mills, Broadway, substitu
of Mesdames Perry. Bowley, Crockett,
Bertha Cccmbs, Arlene Fickett, Shibles in charge.
ting for Mrs. John Mills. Prizes ' tess to Opportunity Class for the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland and , Noyes and Blcdgett.
were awarded to Miss Susan Spear, monthly meeting Friday night at her Eernice Stanley and Martha Leema?.
The charities of the Club, many of
Mrs. Gladys Murphy. Mrs. Madge De I home 35 Ocean street.
entertained a group of friends with a children Edward and Elinor returned
Sunday from a visit with Mr. and which cannot be mentioned, consisted
muth. Mrs. Hattie Brown, Mrs. Pearl
Halloween frolic at Leeman's barn on
The executive board of the Garden
Mrs. J. N. Palmer in Bowdoinham. of a dime collection for the benefit of
Huntley and consolation going to
Limerock street. Helen Fickett and Enroute they called on Mr. and Mrs. Clara Barton birthplace for diabetic
Club
Federation
of
Maine,
with
Mrs
Mrs. Bernice Hatch.
girls; $5 Health Bond; distribution of
Harrie B. Coe of Portland presiding. Christine Newhall won prizes in a Ernest Knight in Gardiner.
three pairs shoes, one pair overshoes,
Mrs J Richard Bemis entertained ! will meet Friday at 1030 a. m. in the! chestnut hunt and Ix>uise Veazie reMaynard Thomas is enjoying a va
i «r—nx— ------ ... ---, ‘ceived a prize for drawing a tail on
eight pairs hese, two union suits, large
at a tea Tuesday afternoon compli- Hamilton Memorial House on Beach
cation from his duties at the M. B.
quilt and crib quilt to Red Cress; ccal
menting Mrs. J. Russell Davis of street. Saco, as guests of the Saco and the cat. Other games were played & C. O. Perry Co., at Rockland.
and basket of foods to deserveing
Thcmaston who was observing her Biddeford Garden Club. All garden and all bobbed for apples. Refresh
Being
absent
from
the
Comique
birthday A decorated cake occupied : club members are Invited to attend ments of doughnuts, cookies, candy, Theatre Friday meant a loss of family, quilt to resident, and $10 do
a place of prominence, the honor ' nnd r“e™’loos Ior the, n™n ’™ch’ punch and apples were served. Those $60 to Mrs. Edward Auspland as nated toward a radio for the Home
present were Christine Newhall, Vir
for Aged Women. A considerable
guest being the recipient of several, eon should be made with Mrs. Philio
her name was called for that amount. I
ginia Glidden. Dorothy Goodnow,
amount of patchwork has been made
pieces of “Fiesta" ware. Those bid- i E. Graves, 62 Pleasant street, 6aeo.
Maynard Ingraham has returned to
Louise Jones, Mary Perry, Beverly
with tackings at intervals, and a
I
Mrs.
Graves
is
president
of
the
hostes.den were Mrs. Blanche Prince and
Havener. Elaine Poust. Ruth Emery. his duties at the E. E. Ingraham Co., cooked food sale was conducted
Mrs. Ann French of Camden. Mrs. 1 club. Following the luncheon, memafter a vacation spent with Mrs. In
Earbara Wocd. Billy Wood, Beatrice
which netted a helpful amount.
Warren Feyler. Mrs. Esther Cobb and ' bers of the 13 federated garden clubs
graham and children in Waltham.
Benner.
Annie
Wood.
Petrie
Wood.
Tire amount of work accomplished
|
ln
the
Saco
district
will
meet
to
or

Mrs. Augustus Dolliver of Thomas
Mass.
by this small group is surprising, con
ganize as have Kennebec, Androscog Dolly Sylvester, Greta Nelson, Joann
ton.
The
Loyalty
Class
of
the
Baptist
sidering the many other activities in
gin and Aroostook Districts. The aft Edwards, Arlene Edwards, Paul Hal
Sunday School was entertained at a
which the members are all engaged,
ernoon program wlll include talks ou ligan. Arlene Fickett, Helen Fickett,
Knox Hospital Auxiliary' met Tuesdelightful
Hallowe'en
party
at
the
day afternoon at the Nurses' Home. "Eulbs"
M;s'
^rter "' Beverly Fickett, Janice Stanley. Mar home of the teacher Mrs. Hazel Cain. but they are still living up to their
tha Leeman. Marjorie Leeman, Louise
the 25 present being busily engaged J
metto "To Help Generously."
I Stunts and games filled the hours
George C. Thurlow of the Cherry Hill Veazie, Mona Rcbinson, Constance
with sewing. Plans were completed
and refresments were served.
Lane, Ruth Carver, Bertha Coombs.
Nurseries, West Newbury, Mass.
nelia Dodge of Philadelphia and
for a mammoth food sale to be held
Many from here attended the con
Ro-kport and Francis Gilbert of
Saturday. Nov. 13 at 2 o'clock at the
cert in Rockland Monday night preUtica,
N. Y„ and Rockport. Donaid
Mansfield-Gove Store, this being the
‘ sented by the Taylor family who are
Dodge was re-elected as honorary
only money-making affair before
soon to conduct evangelistic servChairman.
Christmas. Four o'clock tea was
I ices in that city.
Mrs. Hattie Spear and daughter
served.
Mrs. Charles Rhodes. Jr., is a pa
Ncrma have returned from a visit
tient at Community Hospital, where
in Boston.
Fay M. Stetson, Prop.
Mrs, Leforest Thurston was hostess
J she underwent a surgical operation.
(Over MeDenald’s Drug Store)
to Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. at
Twenty-five attended the meeting
THOMASTON. ME.
the November meeting Monday after
Tuesday of the Farm Bureau at the
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
noon with 25 members present at the
For thc third consecutive year,
home of Mrs. Lizzie Smith in Rock
wc offer our regular $5.00
business sesion conducted by the Re
land. It proved an interesting ses
gent, Mrs. Joshua N. Southard. After
Laughs! Heart Throbs!
OIL PERMANENT
sion with “Bread Making ' as the sub
the opening exercises Miss Carmeta
ject. Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs.
Romance!
for $3.00
Appleby of the Oov. James Bowdoin
fn a Swell Movie!
Karl Packard were in charge of the
Only the best of solutions used.
Chapter, West Baldwin, spoke con- j
dinner served at noon.
Especially recommended for white
cerning the “Children of the Amer
The Twentieth Century Club will
hair. Eithir Croquignole or Spiral
ican Revolution Society." This so
meet Friday afternoon at the heme
Wind,
as
many
curls
as
are
neces

ciety was organized in 1895 by Mrs. |
of the president, Mrs. Alice Gardner.
sary.
Daniel Lothrop of Boston, who is
Miss Mabel Pottle will be the reader,
// I V\
A “Oncc-A-Year" Special
well known as the author of the J
giving a review of Joseph Lincoln's
Ending December 1
THOMASTON, TEL.
“Five Little Peppers" books. The
132-133
"Cape Cod Yesterdays.”
organization has grown until now
The G.W. Bridge Club was enter
there are local societies in every:
tained Tuesday afternoon at the
State in the Union except four. Maine
home of Mrs. Frances Carleton. Next
being one of the four. Miss Appleby j
week Mrs. Ada Libby will act as
has recently been appointed State
J hostess.
Q (sAEET
Director of Maine. In the hope that'
Nitsumsosum Club and husbands
she may be Instrumental in organ
met for bridge Monday night at the
izing societies in this State. Its
) home of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
membership consists of boys and girls 1
j Richards. High score was won by
up to 21 years of age. the eligibility j
1 Mrs. Clarence Munsey and Bert McWheiher building a career or a
being thc same as that of the D.A.R '
} Intyre with Mrs. Clyde Spear and
home you want shoes that aro
and S.A.R. As its aims and purposes :
j Walter Carroll receiving low.
smart and comlortable. Kalistenare practically the same as the senior
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee. Sr.,
Iks actually give your body a
societies, it serves as a training field '
I
have
moved from the Russ house to
"beauty treatment." Scientifically
the members being eligible for trans
the Minnie Barrett house on Com
designed to keep ieet healthy, to
fer to the senior chapter upon reach- j
mercial street.
insure correct posture and keep
ing the age of twenty-one. Routine 1
A meeting of the Carnival-Regatta
the entire body relaxed.
business was conducted and Mrs. ’
J Association was held Tuesday at
Be
among
the
smart
women
who
NOW PLAYING
Alice Karl read excerpts from an ac- :
. Town hall. In accordance with an
always say, "Kali sten-iks, please."
“TIIF. GREAT GARRICK"
count written by Mrs. William Deck- !
| amendment to the by-laws accepted,
with
er. president-general, of her visit to
the annual meeting was changed
BRIAN AHERNE.
Europe and her attendance at the
! from the first Monday in January to
OLIVI \ DE HAVILLAND
coronation and presentation at the [
) the first Tuesday in November, conseCourt of St. James. Rev. Corwin H.
l quently these officers were elected:
Olds was next Introduced, who gave
President. E. Stewart Orbeton; vice
a most interesting talk on a subject
i president, E. Samuel Dow; secretary,
in keeping with Armistice Day. In
Doris Graffam; treasurer, Frederick
the course of his talk Mr. Olds
Ibff rhone 892
| Richards; purchasing agent, May
stressed proper legislation, educa
nard Thomas; board of directors the Matinee I. Evening 630 and 8.30
tion and co-operation as perhaps a
I above named officers also Walter1 Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
means of eliminating the causes of
Carroll. Roland Richards, Miss Corwar, A social hour followed with re- I
fresments served by the hostess and |
assistants, who were Mrs. Inez
Bronkie, Mrs. Helen Carlson. Mrs.'
Lucie Walsh, Miss Cora Perry and
Miss Anna Thorndike.
New Styles in
Everyone there pronounced it a
charming affair. This was the tentable luncheon-and-cards given at
The Thorndike Hotel by Mrs. Arthur
IS. Littlefield Tuesday. All the bril1 liant shades of the fall bronzes and
I reds were seen in the artistic decora, tions. Favors for high and low scores
were left at each table, out of town
guests being Mrs. Ernest Young of
I Camden and Mrs. Irving Tuttle of
Union.

a
■
a

Regular reading of The Christian Science Monitor is
considered by many a liberal education. Its clean, unbiased
news and well-rounded editorial features, including the Weekly
Magazine Section, make the Monitor the ideal newspaper
for thc home. It is $ cents a copy, or 3 cents a day on subscription, delivered to your door, and is obtainable at the
following location:

4

>

PrcgcnSing Famous Utility Coals
as worn by tbe
“Most Photographed Girls in the World”

appearing with

Joan Bennett and Helen Vinson
in

Waller Wanger’s VOGUES of 1938”
Coats produced under the famous Kragshire direction! Worn

by fashion models and film stars who have their pick of the
world's smartest clothes! Of soft fleeces, shags, and tweeds,
plaid back and lined, in rich autumn colorings. There is the
new cabby coat lhat comes from London, ihe helled coat
with the V-pockets, the free-swinging swagger —anti many
more. They’re all so flattering and different as can be!

$2250
Others
$10.50 and up

'A
s&t *

■ •

SILHOUETTE
BEAUTY SHOP

LINED WITH
CARLJ3L0
• iuie<»>

aiuiiiii

STRIDE

Mhuii

TWO ROCKLAND WINNERS

CHILDREN’S SHOES

Multi-Colored

May I renew your magazines? Any
magazine published. New low price
for Country Gentleman, 5 years, $1;
Life, 1 year, $4.50; 2 years. $7. Good
tiil Nov. 15. Christmas cards. S. E.
Frost, Tel. 1181-J, 158 North Main
St.
130*132

Knitting Wools
A New England prod
uct at attractive
prices. Bend for free
samples with new
_
fall hints.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, INC.
Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. II.
t
120-Th-150

SPORT OXFORDS

in widths to fit growing feet *

.12
.15
.17
.19
.25

Reg. $1 69.
Reg. $1.98,

You Have 20 Chances To Win!

BLANKETS!

SHEETS!

Candlewick
All Hand Made

THIS
WEEK’S
SPECIAL!

$1.45
$1.63

63x93.
72x99,
81x99.
81x178,

3tark P:quot
.85 $1.10
.£0
1.15
.95
1.19
1 i')
1.2.»

AU Wcol Two-Tone
Reg $4.98.
$3.33
Dcuble Plaid, heavy
four pound, part
wool.
$2.98
Part Wcol Plaids.
very special,
$1.39

T. H. S. MINSTREL SHOW
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, NOV. 5^8.15
ADMISSION 29c AND 35e

131-132

Chrysanthemum Plants
In Blcom

$1.00

have

Ask us the details.

A Good Place To Buy Footwear

KEEP GOOD FEET HEALTHY

Marabelle,
Mayfair,
Marion,
Myra,
Stark,

SPREADS’

Tulip and Daffodil Plants
Get Them In Early

$2.25, $2.75, $4.50

Mail Orders Solicited

persons

PILLOW CASES’

DURAND’S
HAVANA CONTESTS

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET

Rockland

already won prizes in our

properly

AAA to B

$4.95

Two

Fall Sale of Domestics

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

FRIDAY NIGHT IS
“BANK NITE”

Ilf StUfHT DEATH WITH A SMILE.. .HIS GIRL WITH A SONG!

“SILSBY’S”
FLOWER SHOP
TEL. 318-W

371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
131-133

Send in at least one entry a week

ROCKLAND, ME.

CHISHOLM S SPA
484 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 681-M

TODAY
JUNE TRAVIS
in
^7

"LOVE IS ON THE AIR”

PARK © Z

Page F.igbt'

Fvery-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND WOMAN SLAIN

The Two Bush Bell

Enjoy the Taste-Thrill
of Fine Tea

Gives Way To Modem Ap

paratus and Starts For the
Her mother, who visited her three
weeks ago said Welch, who had left
West Coast
another shot into his wife s body for a trip on a steamer, had threatDisplaced by more modern equip
saying "You won't two tome anyone, ened to kill Cora and her three childelse.”
ren. the oldest of whom was three
ment after 40 years of service as a
In an adjoining room were the mrs Welch ha a brother and four
! signal and fog bell at Two Bush
It takes fine tea to make fine tea.
Welch'.; children. William. Jr., near-, sisters.
j Island, in the western entrance to
ly four. Albert 3. and Edith one , Mrs Wall mother of the murdered
SALADA TEA excels in flavor —
! Penobscot Bay. a huge two-ton bell
and one-half.
: woman has been in very poor health
j was hoisted aboard the Isthmian
in
aroma
—
in
color
—
in
every
test
Ireland, the prosecutor said, ran ‘since she suffered a pneumonia at
! 1 me s .eamer Selma City at the Maine
apartment at the first ; tack last spring and the shock of the
of fine quality.
> fc r~ fefelrcIfe
5'
I tragedy has left her in a condition
State Pier, Portland Monday fur
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
* Lf —
told him. said Knudson, which is causing much concern to
shipment to the 16th Lighthouse
i L'if.inct. ln the State of Washington.
that he had intended shooting Ire- relatives and friends. The family
land in the kitchen, but his wife has the deepest sympathy of the comThe bell, standing more than four
screamed, and he decided to kill her munity.
j feet in height and weighing 4188
&E ,-:’i
i pounds, was cast in the McShane Bell
and "get" Ireland later.
Mrs. Welchs remains will arrive
Police, warned by Marr and Mrs. here today, but the funeral arrangeFoundry at Baltimore. Md., ln 1897,
Stewart. found Welch within a block ments had not been made when this
for use iat the eastern Maine lightof his home at 151 Franklin street, paper went to press,
i house station. Veterans of the Port
in downtown Portland.
Holding Welch without bail. Muland waterfront, including Capt.
"1 was going to make him (Ire- niclpal Recorder Martin yesterday
Under the energetic guidance of A. game room will serve as a nursery.
Charles W. L. McDuffie towboat
C. McLoon the bowling alleys are fast All normal activities of The Building land) get down on his knees and granted a continuance from day to
: master, and 'Bill" .Thomas, skipper
changing from a pleasant dream to will continue without interruption come clean." Welch was quoted as day to permit him time to "get himof many a fishing schooner out of
an approaching reality. Due to a during November.
saying.
self together" and select counsel.
, Portland, both veterans ol more than
Both Ireland and Mrs. Stewart.
..j do not beheve j shouId plead
• • • •
generous gift of cash and other fa
half a (century of sailing along the
who had been living In the Welch glUIty t0 a flrst degrw murdei.
j Maine Coast, recalled the time the
vorable circumstances there is a
The Fall Flower Show
New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century
strong probability that the alleys will
bel] was installed at the Two Bush
On Nov. 16 in the Tower room of home several weeks, denied there charge." Welch told County Prosecuhad been any improprieties between tor Albert Knudsen be(ore his arbe in operation by the flrst of the
station, decreasing the danger of the
the Community Building will be the
4l8
year. A representative of Bruns
, the dead mother and Ireland
I raignment. He entered no plea in
approach to the Penobscot in thick
Knudson said Welch claimed he open court.
wick-Balk has studied the plant and Fa" Flower Show of the combined
weather.
pronounces it excellent. Foundations. Garden Clubs of Camden. Thorn- had suspected his wife of unfaith- j
At the time of its installation, the
Meanwhile, William Ireland, 21.
TO PLEASE THE EYE
lighting. heating and ventilating sys- aston and Rockland. Every effort is lulness for more than a year, sus the "chum" Welch accused of alien
I bell was operated by engine-driven
terns aro already Installed.
being made to have this an out- picions which were heightened five ating his wife's affections, and Roy
------Ilow The Too Familiar Living Room striking mechanism, throwing tlie
• • • •
standing event of the season. Mrs. , weeks ago when Ireland left at Nor- Marr. 27. were held in $5,000 bail
heavy clapper against the thick sides
With DeeF lrle Bridge Alxay Be Effectively Re-designed
A
B.
Crocker
Tn working out its tentative sched- A. R. Benedict, well known to every I folk. Va.. the tanker both had joined each as material witnesses. Ireland
of the bell to produce the resonant
most In Sight Things Go
uls the executive board has dropped garden lover will be present to dem- and had returned here.
sound which served as an aid to thou
' denied any improper relationship !
D ii
Almost complete alteration of the
"Two Years Behind the Mast, cr
the afternoon price of the tower onstrate the making of wreaths and
sands of small craft during its early
with Mrs. Welch.
Daughter of Arthur Well
J
_____
appearance of a too-familiar living
the
Mate's
Story"
is
given
in
’
t
he
log
room to $4 Evenings remain at $5 garlands and give up-to-date ideas
years pf service. When the original
A autopsy report showed that one of Barque Mountain Eagle. J. C. I
Mrs. Cora Welch, was the daughInformed persons reported Wednes- iocm can be accomplished at lowest tng ne wore out. the lighthouse deand the east and west rooms $3 after- in the decorating of the home for
ter of Mr and Mrs. Arthur Wall. 15 bullet struck Mrs. Welch In the body Fountain, mate, on voyage from
noon, or evening. The object is to the holiday season
cay that the Public Works Admini- cost by redesign of the fireplace partment shifted the apparatus to
Sea street place this city, where she anti another in the arm.
Cardenas. Cuba, to Cork. Ireland.
make The Building of greatest posThose of the Rockland club interstration
probably would decline an- mantel, according to Modern Home sravlty-drlvenmachinery
huge
spent two weeks this summer sufferCounsel for Welch proposed to ask
March 19. 1858: Got underway and
slble service with fairness to all.
ested in entering any of the followinstitute.
weights dropping from a clock device
ing from a nervous disorder, blaming Superior Court Judge George H came tosea. at 10 o clockdischarged othw extension in the date for start...
ing classes are asked to call Mrs.
to control the movement of the clap
her husband's drinking habits. The Worster to commit the seaman to a the pilot. March
20: Fine, beating ing construction of the Deer Isle j The fireplace is the logical focal
per.
The fine Steinway grand piano, gift
A Thurston. Telephone 1159
couple later were reconciled and re- State insane hospital for observa- down Florida coast. March 21: Cape ,bridge in Maine.
: point of the room Decoration proAbout a month ago. as a part of
of Miss Carrie Brainerd and Mrs.
'■ Wreaths constructed of natural turned to Portland.
tion.
Florida Light bore west, by estimaThe iatest extension expired Oct. ceeds outward from central point, the renovation and electrification of
Evelyn Hix is now in the warm con- P'ant material for outdoor decora1 tion 20 miles, from which I take my ' ,, „
.
flnes of The Building and awaits the tion als0 wreaths constructed of
new departure
March 22: Took
15' By that llme' Under an agre€' bui 100 frequently little attention is the Two Bush station, an air dia
arrival of Fred M Biackington and natura! or artificial plant material
sight by chronometer and found her raent reached in A*1*1181 Wwm the Pa‘d the mantel itself. Modern de- phragm horn was installed, with
hls able crew to be placed in its final su*table for indoor decoration,
kerosene eng.nes driving the air com
to be 34 degrees out of the way. P W A. and officials of the Deer Isle- sign calls for extreme simplicity of
location in the tower room.
: 2- Garlands and sprays conpressors. and the 40 year old bell was
March 23: Current by allowance 24 Sedgwick Bridge District, the $315,099 ; i,ne If the h0Use permits, a recessed br^’h?to 7he 8outh7ortlan7 l'igh”
....
structed of natural plant material
knots N. N E Lat. obs 31.38 North. grant waa t0 have been rescinded un- >pace above the (irepuce is often house depot.
(Continued from Page Onei
The Senior Class boys will have a for out doors or natural or artificial
Plummer. Camden; Alton Wellman.
March 24: Heavy cross sea run
plant material suitable for indoors.
less a contract had been signed and suggested in the re-design plan,
Still in good condition and retaindance Saturday night in the tower
organized with Earl H Barter of St. Washington; Ralph Wlncapaw. Thom ning. Lost flying jib. close reefed
3. Winter bouquets.
construction started.
One
of
the
best
over-fireplace
relng
clear tone heard in the fog
room
aston.
fore and main topsails. Barque
4- Centerpieces
suitable
for George as foreman, and Mrs Florence
• • • •
designs recently noted was a paneled '
80 man>’
The
grant,
intended
to
meet
45
per

pitching and making considerable
Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner Fogg of Rockland as clerk Silas Hyestii
job
in
Philippine
mahogany,
extra'
e
W#S
T*"*
‘°
M&ine
A handsome Roman chair, freshly
ler of Cushing. Miss Marne F LarraUnfailingly present on the opening water, also large quantity of molasses cent of the $700,000 originally
„ ..
.
...
State Pier for shipment to the West
reconditioned, has been delivered, table. These to be shown on card bee and Mrs Ella Shibles of Rockport <ia-v was Job H Montgomery of Cam- | came out of the pumps Went below inated as the structure's cost was ordinarily* effective
because of the Coast aboard
...the intercoastal freighttables.
inateo as me structures cost, w
z
gift of Mrs A. D Bird.
were excused from service, Other den, the 87 year old president of the to search for the leak and found first made In August 1936. on condi5.
Terrariums
and
dish
gardens.
er.
Longshoremen
laboriously moved
• • • •
wood. Small wall brackets of the ..
7 ,
J
members on the jury are Howard Be- Knox Bar Association. Erect and the wood ends to be started from
6 Mantel displays.
tion that work start by December 15.
supporte{J ftgurjnes
big bell into position opposite the
The Junior Harmony Ciub has'
7. Centerpiece for Thanksgiving attie, Thomaston; Loring Bennett. alert, with a few more whitening the main transom. Sounded the and construction take 18 months. Sev-1 and several oriental vases m striking Ve5Se1'8
‘ hatch and th'e sh‘P's
joined the tower room fans, hereafter or Christmas dinner table. This to Hope; A. Walker Brewster Owl's
pumps and found 24 feet of water
hairs to tell of his increasing years in hold. Barque under close reefed eral extensions were granted, while juxtaposition. The light .figurines Be*r “°ved iu weight ,rom Maine
using it as their club room.
Head;
Albion
G.
Caddy,
South
be displayed on dinner table one en
construction cost estimates were in- and light-colored vases lightened the S° ' l^e clapper
four times
• • • •
Thomaston; Lyford Coombs. Vinaltopsails.
try open to each club.
March 26: Gale abates but heavy creased to $1,020,000. and efforts were deep red-brown background and
a 1
arewell as the bell swung
Mr. and Mrs. W. O Fuller have
haven; Herbert S Hills. Union: of his interest in Knox County coui'
e
dropped into the
donated to The Building in the name
Francis Lapovisky, North Haven; affairs, even though he has prudentlv cross sea running. Barque leaking made by the State to find additional provided the key note for the entire . .r
400
strokes
an
hour.
March
27:;
money
and
let
a
contract.
.
room.
I
P
s
°
■
eral
of Douglass W'. Fuller, a billiard ta
Clement T. Moody. Warren; Benjamin relaxed in hls law practice The year.;
ble with all necessary equipment.
Blowing heavy gale. Barque leaking
-----------------Projections from the wall surface ‘
~~~
...
J Ness. Appleton; Mrs. Josephine are using him nicely, indeed.
• • • •
badlv. Found starboard pump to be
"Oh. what a strange looking cow. are more or less generally frowned
‘All Upillll
Community Theatre Guild will
out of order. Tried to repair it but exclaimed a sweet young thing from upon a majority of decorators,
HOPE
close its charter member list and
could not make it work. March 28: Detroit. "But why hasn't It any The old-fashioned mantelpiece, clut
Senator Femald Says That
approve its constitution at a very im
tered with bric-a-brac and knickPump failed altogether and cannot horns?'
Dr and Mrs. Neil Fogg of Rock
the Campaign of 1938
portant meeting to be held at 7.30
you
see."
explained
the
knacks,
is
definitely
out.
Commissioner Says Barrows land called recently on Mr. and Mrs. make it work. Split main topgallant "Weil,
tonight at The Building. All those
Rough native stone and plaster,
sail. Barque leaking 500 strokes an ! farmer, "some cows is born without
Will Not End in 1938
Shculd Be Praised For E. N Hobbs.
who have attended the three pre
hour. March 31: Pumps attended to. horns an' never have any. and others set flush with the wall, is attractive
Mist Harleth Hobbs spent the
vious meeting, or are interested in
“Constructive Leadership”
April 6: Made land judged to be ; shed theirs, and some we dehorn and , in a room paneled in knotty pine.
(Part of address of State Senator
weekend at home from Gorham.
the objects of the Guild are most cor
Made seme breeds ain't supposed to have Smooth wood paneling above the Roy L. Femald of Winterport, before
Cape Elizabeth.
April 7
Mrs. Clifton Robbins and Miss
Commissioner of education Ber
dially invited to be on hand. The
Seguin Island. Tacked ship and horns at all. There's lots of reasons fireplace is also effective, and is a the East Somerset Pomona Grange,
Geneva
Frost attended the State
tram
E
Packard
said
Tuesday
that
Guild has outlined a splendid ca
laved by for daylight off Pemaquid why some cows ain’t got no horns, smart background for the single
Teachers' Convention in Portland.
Pittsfield, Wednesday afternoon, Nov.
reer of unselfish service to the citi
Point. Filled away and commenced but the big reason why that cow etching or painting, with a wide
high praise should be given to Gov3.)
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Jones
of
zens of today and tomorrow, inci
ernor Lewis O. Barrows for his “con- Framingham. Mass., were at their beating up the Sound. Came to an ain’t got no horns is because she white border, so frequently used over
It would seem that at the root of
dentally planning the completion of
Ithe fireplace.
chor at Round Pond Harbor. Bristol. ain't a cow—she's a horse."
structive leadership" and to state cottage here during the weekend,
our
financial affairs ln the State of
a peerless stage equipment for Com
Gideon F Yates, master, and John
Maine there ls a species of Intellect
legislators for their “strong cooperaIrving Keene accompanied by his
munity Building.
C. Fountain, mate, both hailed from
ual dishonesty in public life that
tion in a program making funds father Miles Keene were weekend Round Pond, and doubtless the
• • • •
marks this present epoch in our
available for education equalization." Suests of Howard Coose.
The sound system committee has
people of that place were somewhat
financial history in Maine as the
A program formulated by Gov.
Recent visitors at Raymond Lud- surprised to see her. as she was sup
made excellent progress in its study
Round Worms, the most common human parasites, were
most immoral since Maine became
; Barrows in an effort to provide ad- wi& s wsre Mr and Mrs. w C. Well- posed to be in mid-Atlantic between
of the problem of acoustics in the 1
thought beneficial in ages past and frequently referred i
a state. It might be called an era
dltional
financial
aid
for
schools
was
man
of
South
Hope
and
Mrs
W
R.
auditorium and will shortly make
Cardenas and Cork Strange things
to as the “Guardian Angels of ChUdr-”
m'-of deception.
adopted at a special legislative ses- Thurlow and daughter Ruth of Lin- happen at sea
definite recommendations.
Mean
The barque left
For
example,
the
Rockland
slon last week The amount desig- colnville.
time the sound system to be used by
Wiscasset Nov. 7. 1856 and had not
Courier-Gazette. Tuesday August 31,
i nated for schools was $200 000 for
The County 4-H Club contest held made any port in the United States,
the Taylors for the revival services:
1937 at page 8. quotes from State
j each of the next two years.
in Waldoboro last Saturday was well yet here she was back only a few
will be studied.
• • • •
isiugSiai aua
Budget Officer William H. Deering's
"Notwithstanding the fact that the attended by members from this sec-, miles from where she was buUt
statement of August 13. 1937 as
It is understood that a handsome
amount available for equalization!tion and their parents and friends,
April 9: Three carpenters employed
follows;
oak settee of 20 person capacity has
will not in any way guarantee a sat-' Those who won outstanding rank and getting out stuff for repairs.
“There is no surplus cash in the
come to Tlie Building through the
isfactory minimum educational pro- ! for the past year's work were: County April 13: Shipped a new crew in
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
treasury accumulated from years of
agency of Walter H. Spear.
gram," Packard informed school Champions. Clara Brownell, canning: place of absent ones April 20: Got
• • • •
prosperity available for present use
superintendents, “it will accomplish jvinal Hardy, gardening; highest underway and beat to sea. May 21:
The DeWitt piano donated by Mrs.
or new expenditures of State. The
a vast amount of good in relieving 1 ranking junior boys Jenness Eugiey, Anchored in Cork. May 30: Arrived
Minnie Miles has been reconditioned
State has a debt due to overdrafts
potatoes; James Wentworth, chick- at Greenock. Scotland. June 1: Be
the difficulty in poorer towns.
by George W. Poster.
•In expenditures for welfare and re
It is a forward step in the matter ens Dana Herrick. Jr., beans ;highest gan discharging molasses.
• • • •
lief work during the past two years
of the state accepting its responsi- ranking junior girls Anna Hart, in
N. C. C. 2.
The Central Maine Power Co.
of $2,644,000 which is to be liquidated
billty in guaranteeing a minimum I cooking and housekeeping; highest Somerville. Mass.. Nov. 3.
crew has set a pole at the rear of the
during the next two years by emer
equalization program."
| ranking young farmer. Marion Hobbs,
large parking space to the west of
gency taxation.
There is your
Packard expressed belief "there canning. The Willing Workers Club
REVISED LIQL'OR LIST
The Building and the erection of a
answer.
should b“ no difficulty at the next undcr the leadership of Mrs. Emily
powerful light will add immensely to
Maine has no surplus funds, and
session of the Legislature in secur- Hobbs won the honor of being the Made Necessary By Special Legis
the popularity and convenience of
■ economy in administration can not
lative Session, Ready Next Month
< ing the necessary additional amount j fourth ranking club in the county,
this very necessary parking area.
I produce $4,500,000 in two years to
to make ihe program fully effective.'
Miss Pauline True entertained at
Strong light in that heretofore dark
Chairman Harold Boardman of the
pay old age assistance and education
j a Hallowe'en party Friday night.
area will also tend to stop the ac
al equalization. As there are no
Once there was a young man who Games were enjoyed and refresh- Maine State Liquor Commission
tivities of young vandals.
Tuesday
said
a
revised
liquor
list,
in

mysterious ways of producing cash,
fell
in
love
with
a
pretty
girl.
Then
ments
served
Guests
Included
Misses
• * * •
Tomorrow’s weather is never a
cluding the 5 percent increase in
the only answer is: If you desire old
he
fell
in
love
with
a
pretty
girl.
:
N
*
na
Start.
Bertha
Start,
Phyllis
In connection with the revival serv
prices authorized at the special leg
age assistance and a minimum ed
worry ... when you burn D&H
Then
he
fell
in
love
with
a
pretty
and
Harriet
Arnold
of
Camden;
ices the East room will be used by
ucational system for your children
girl. Tlien he fell in love with a Misses Dorothy and Estelle Beverage, islative session, would be issued
Dad Taylor for preliminary prayer
Anthracite. D&H Anthracite is
"sometime
this
month."
you must be willing to pay your part
|
Clara
Brownell,
Rachel
Noyes,
Joyce
pretty girl. Tlien he married.
services at 7 p. m. and the down stairs
through increased taxation.”
"We expected to have the new list
I True; and James and Phillip Went
unusually draft-obedient — and
Let us look at the record—Because
worth. Wilfred Hobbs. Richard ready by the first of this month."
possesses ample reserve heating
after the people's victory economy
Hart. Malcolm Phillips, Vinal Hardy, Boardman said, "but the special ses
in government and no new taxes
sion of the Legislature last week put
Elroy Beverage and William True.
power to make home comfort
• Take a look at your last year's
on August 16. 1937. your legis
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Pease and us back somewhat."
cvereoat—then come in and take a
Clothcraft Suit*
lature in special session in four
Men’s Hunting Coats
a
certainty.
So outsmart the
Asked
If
the
commision
planned
family
motored
Sunday
to
South
look at the new Clothcraft Models
days provided for $3,184,200 Federal
$27.50
to
$33.00
to
increase
or
decrease
its
variety
of
Thomaston
where
they
called
on
rel

we're
showing.
They
’
re
warm
and
$10.00
weatherman. Order a binful of
and State funds for old age assistance
liquor stock. Boardman said;
light; they’re tailored with all the
atives.
skill of Clothcraft’s master crafts
and $400,000 for the equalization of
"We
don't
know
yet;
we
are
still
D«&
H
Anthracite
today.
For
Wallace
Robbins
shot
a
fine
doe
Imperial Dress Shirts
men; and they’re made of fabrics
Men’s Hunting Breeches
educational
opportunities or a total
studying
it;
”
Monday.
"Exclusive Patterns"
that will give you really satisfying
prompt delivery of D & H An
of $3,584,200 by economy in gov
The
5
percent
increase
in
prices
$5.00 and $6.00
wear. You'll want one of these
$1.50 to $3.00
ernment and with no new taxes.
‘went into effect immediately follow
new Clothcraft Overcoats, lined
thracite . ..
with Earl-Gio. And it will cost
And after all of this the estimate
ing enactment of emergency legisla
PATRONIZE
YOUR
Men’s Mackinaws
you only—
Moorhead Hosiery
In that $66,000 will be the overlay
tion designed to provide part of ad
The fall wools are the most
to July 1, 1939.
$8.50 to $14.95
ditional funds required for old age
$22.50 to $35.00
distinctive we have seen
The campaign of 1938 is more than
assistance and education.
40c, 55c, 75c
a campaign of personalities. The
Woodmen’s Pants
i---------------------------------- --------------campaign of 1938 will not end ln 1938.
Heavy All Wool
WHAT CAUSES EPILEPSY7
Who
is
ready
to
serve
you
Guyer Felt Hats
The campaign of 1938 is the begin
ning of a long uphill fight against
IS THERE A CURE7
365 days in the year
$5.00 and $6.50
$4.00
great
odds for economy, efficiency,
A booklet containing the opinions of
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
“The Store For Men”
Silsby’s Flower Shop
and thrift in government, without
famous doctors on this interesting sub.
Temple
Mufflers
Hunting Shirts
TEL. 318-W
Ject will be sent FREE, w;hile they las(,
Next To Strand Theatre
new taxes. The people of Maine are
to any reader writing lo tbe Educational
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
65c to $3.00
ROCKLAND, MAINE
$4.95
not the moronic rabble their overDivision, 651 Fifth Avenue, New York,
lOOtf
THE SM. FUEL FOR SaiuL COMFORT
N. Y,( Dcpt. N-366
lords believe them to be.
(Continued from Page One'
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SALADA
TEA

THE SAUNTERER

It’s Such A Pity!

SUPERIOR COURT NOTES

COLD WAVE
COMING!

Flfifllt”

Packard Pleased

HOW’S YOUR

OVERCOAT?

ENEMIEMOT^ "GUARDIANANGELA

Dr. True’s Elixir
Oufsmarf f/ie Weaf/ierman
14]

llfflfflE

Fall Suggestions

Fall Suggestions

BURPEE & LAMB,

Inc.

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

